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New emergency number to be installed
By Monte Poole
In a matter ot weeks every telephone on the SJSU campus will accept "911" as an emergency number
and provide a direct connection with
the University Police dispatcher.
As part of a state-funded program currently being instituted
throughout Santa Clara county,
SJSU has opted to go "on-line" with
the emergency telephone number.
The transition project is scheduled
to be completed by July 1.
All Centrex campus telephones,
such as those located in offices,
some classrooms and other stateowned property like the SJSU International House, will be integrated
into the system.
Also, all pay telephones located

University phones will be connected with UPD
on campus property will be integrated into the SJSU on-line system.
The current number for on-campus emergencies, "181," will become obsolete after a brief adjustment period. In the interim, all
"181" calls will be accepted by the
telephones and appear on the dispatcher’s switchboard as a -911"
call.
"We feel that the campus is an
important part of the downtown
area and this system will help us
provide faster and broader service," said Russ Lunsford of the University Police. "It will also give our
dispatcher two-way communication

with Santa Clara County at the push
of a button.
"This system will allow us tored
n
oto
p
within
seconds
anys
call in
California," Lunsford said. "For example, suppose a parent in San
Diego is talking to his son or daughter who is a student here thinking
about suicide. All they have to do is
call ’911’ in San Diego and the dispatchers down there can put them
through directly to us by pushing a
button."
SJSU is the first of the 19 state
universities to be integrated into a
county -wide emergency telephone
system, according to the school’s

Communications
Coordinator,
Chuck Delano.
"San Diego State is supposed to
get it, and it may have gotten the
equipment recently," Delano said.
"Fresno State should also be on it
real soon."
Because the program places no
financial burden on the schools, Delano said SJSU’s decision to accept it
was easy. He also expects that most
state universities will have the
"911" system in the near future.
"I can’t think of a reason not to
take it," Delano said. "The state is
paying for the equipment and its installation and the only cost to us at

the university will be in the amount
of technical time that it takes to get
everything going smoothly."
All California residents who
have telephones have helped fund
the state-wide program, started ass
public safety measure under former
Gov. Edmund Brown Jr.’s administration, by paying a "911" surtax as
part of their monthly telephone bill.
"It’s really part of an ongoing
program being instituted throughout the state," Delano said. "When
Santa Clara went with the program,
we had the option to take it so we
did."
Pacific Bell delivered the corn-

By Karen Salom

Thomas Hardy
The Musign Mime Co, is guided by the music’s vibrations as it performed during Wednesday’s Deaf Awareness Day.

Sex preference policy debated
ROTC policy bans homosexuals from program participation
An ROTC policy that conflicts
with a California State University
affirmative action law banning discrimination based on sexual preference was the target of attack at
Monday’s Academic Senate meeting,
The debate stemmed from a resolution introduced by SJSU Counselor Wiggsy Sivertsen, requesting
that SJSU administrators work toward allowing homosexuals to participate in ROTC programs and
asking SJSU President Gail Fullerton and the Academic Senate Affirmative Action Committee to help
develop a plan that would bring the
program into compliance with Campus affirmative action policy.
After the resolution was passed,
William Tidwell, chairman of the
Academic Senate, said that "In the
long run, if enough pressure grows,
it could cause us to cancel the ROTC
contract here. If you eliminate
ROTC from all the higher education
institutions in California, it could
have an impact."
The request that Fullerton actively seek a solution is not binding,
Sivertsen said, but it does give the
university the responsibility to respond.
"If SJSU takes the position on
non-discrimination that if you don’t
comply you have to leave the campus, they’d lose every ROTC in the
CSU and UC system," Sivertsen

Wiggsy Sivertsen
said. "The option is to comply."
Lt. Col. Frank Gall, Jr., chairperson of the Military Science Department, was unaware of the resolution.
"The ROTC does not have the
discrimination policy," he said.
"It’s the Department of Defense."
Sivertsen agreed with Gall’s
statement, but also said, "The reality is that it’s the toadstool under
which ROTC likes to hide "
As units of the Department of
Defense, campus ROTC programs
abide by the same rules, including
one that prevents declared gays and
lesbians from performing military
service
Although they are allowed to enroll in SJSU’s aerospace program,

Both Lunsford and Delano seem
to feel that the biggest advantage to
the system will be the integration of
the public telephones located on
campus.
"If someone is here on campus
and sees something suspicious, they
won’t have to look very far for a
phone because any phone within
sight can put them through to us in
seconds," Lunsford said.
"There are a lot of coin-operated telephones around here and the
City of San Jose has been adding
more," Delano said.

REC architects
to work on plans
during summer

Good Vibrations

By Jessica Paioff

munications mini-computer the
centerpiece of the "911" system to
the campus in December 1963, Delano said.

’If SJSU takes the
position on nondiscrimination that
if you don’t comply
you have to leave the
campus, they’d lose
every ROTC in the
CSU and UC
system.’
- - Wiggsy Sivertsen
SJSU Counselor
students who have declared themselves homosexual are not permitted to participate in the summer
training camps offered to other
ROTC and AFROTC students and
are ineligible for the COO per month
ROTC stipend.
The ROTC application asks
questions regarding applicants’ sexual preferences. If a student admits
to being homosexual, he or she becomes ineligible to be an ROTC
cadet. However, a student who falsely denies being homosexual commits perjury, Sivertsen said.
Both the California State University system and SJSU have affirmative action laws that prevent discrimination
based
on
sexual
preference

In 1961, the CSU Chancellor’s office in order to fulfill state and federal regulations requiring affirmain
programs
action
tive
employment, handed down in order
to "establish and maintain a consistent and equitable set of personnel
practices and prohibiting discrimination on the basis of . . . sexual
preference . . ."
To conform with that order, in
August 1962, President Fullerton initiated a similar policy here.
Last spring, Sam Henry, SJSU
affirmative action officer, said that
no university policies were violated
because anyone could take the
ROTC courses offered here, regardless of sexual preference.
However, earlier this semester,
the Academic Senate affirmative
action committee ruled that SJSU
was in violation of the state student
affirmative-action policy The committee said it realized that the Department of Defense set the policy,
but that SJSU could help change the
policy.
"When national law as in conflict
with state law, the constitution says
the national law is supreme," said
Roy Young, chairman of the Political Science Department
"I don’t see them as capable of
changing their rules just by meeting
with them," he added.

The architects have been given
the "thumbs-up" sign to draw four
alternative plans and work with the
university to develop financial estimates on the Recreation and Events
Center this summer.
Along with the approved recommendations, the Student Union
Board of Directors set architect fees
and will consider the possibility of
accepting the donation of an Olympic swimming pool to the university.
SUBOD will allocate $4,500 for
the architects’ fees of the four drawings and $18,000 for the one plan they
will choose for development, which
the students will vote on next semester.
The board unanimously approved the recommendations made
by the SUBOD Rec Center Committee at Tuesday’s meeting.
The major differences in the alternative plans are the number of
fixed seats, whether or not to facilitate an aquatic center and the
amount of area to be designated to
recreation space. Each plan includes 10 racquetball courts and a
weight room measuring at least 5,000 square feet.
Students will be able to vote on
the final Rec Center plan when the
referendum is made by Oct. 31.
SUBOD Chairman Jeff Coughlin
said, "One of the things that will
come out (of the architects’ draw-

ing) will be cost estimates for the
plans." Cost estimates for each element in the plans will also be made
to act as a "crossed matrix to mix
and match" different parts, he
added.
"We’re not asking them (the architects) to proceed with anything
( but the drawings) because the
board will not meet again until next
September," said Henry Orbach, associate executive vice president of
facility development and operations.
The Rec Center plans include
having the architects work on the
four drawings during the summer,
having SUBOD choose one plan or
"mix and match" the choices to
make one plan, and then through
publicity, allow the students to
make their own decisions and vote
on the October referendum, said
S.U. Director Ron Barrett.
Brian Burke, a student in the audience, said that through the drawings "Students could possibly be
swayed one way or the other.’
SUBOD also discussed the possibility of accepting a donation of a 50meter swimming pool. The only condition required is that the university
pay transportation fees The Olympic-sized pool is being offered to
SJSU’s human performance department by several members of the Los

continued on back page

Students sell snacks
to bring in bucks
By Angela Stanford
With the rising cost of everything, esmcially school expenses,
students in West Hall tried their
hand at small business by selling
goodies to other West Hall residents
Three separate attempts to
make money were tried in the dorm
The Cookie Express, Dormunchies, and Popcorn.
It isn’t against the rules for students to sell things in the dorms,
Housing Director Willie Brown said.
Housing does not, however, allow
outside businesses to set up in the
dorms and sell their product, he
added.

said.
The first week they spent $10 for
the ingredients and made $50, Celeste Gonzalez said
But then sales began to drop and
their income dwindled down to $25 a
week. It lowered each week until
they weren’t making as much
money as they were before and they
still were spending $10 for ingredients, Shelley Gonzalez said It also
took a lot of time for them to make
the cookies and sell them, she
added.
"Now we just do it about every
two to three weeks or whenever people want cookies," she said

The Cookie Express, which was
started by two sisters, Shelley Gonzalez, a sophomore computer science major and Celeste Gonzalez, a
freshman journalism major, began
about two months ago

One good thing about their cookie business was that the two sisters
made more money a week selling
cookies than working in the Student
Union cafeteria, so they quit their
jobs, she said.

For a while, the sisters sold
their homemade chocolate chip,
peanut butter chip and brownie cookies for 30 cents apiece or four for
$1, on Monday through Thursday
from 7:30 to 11 pm. on the second
floor of West Hall

The sisters aren’t sure if they
are going to continue the businees
next semester, but Shelley Gonzalez
said they might if they can organize
the business better

They started the cookie business
to help pay for their school expenses, Shelley Gonzalez said. In the
beginning, business was really successful "One night we sold 18 dozen
cookies. That’s a lot of cookies," she

Rick Jordan. a freshman electronics major, has also been in business for about two months He sells
popcorn in West Hall on Monday
through Thursday from 6 p m to
midnight, for 50 cents a bag
Jordan got the idea to sell pop

continued on back page
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A decision that must be made
The war in Central America rages on, and it has yet
to be determined how the United States plans to bring
about a solution in the war-torn region
The Reagan administration continues to thrust military and economic support to the rebel Contras in Nica-

ragua and to the so-called Christian Democratic government presently in power in El Salvador. Reagan
considers both groups democratic freedom fighters.
Yet, it seems clear that without American military
support, the Salvadorian rebels will eventually win in
their effort to overthrow the present government. They
would then install a communistic government patterned
after Nicaragua’s or Cuba’s.
And, if American support of the Contra rebels was
halted, the Sandinista government of Nicaragua
which outnumbers the rebels more than 10 to one
would crash them.
The U.S. is presently locked into a position of supporting two warring groups whose futures depend completely on continued economic support. But, support for
El Salvador is difficult because of the government’s notorious human rights violations.
Congress is growing tired of the seemingly endless
requests for aid to Central America, and has begun
slashing new requests. It seems unlikely that the U.S.
will be able to continue to politically walk the middle-of-

the-road in Central America by gaining influence
through economic and military aid.
Unless El Salvadorian military forces have greater
success in battling the rebels, it seems clear that the
U.S. will eventually have one of two decisions to make.
The decisions parallel the situation the Reagan administation faced after sending troops to Lebanon. The
government was limited to become directly involved in
military operations, or getting out, and having absolutely no say in the affairs of Lebanon.
If rebel victory is imminent in El Salvador, and the
U.S. decides not to get involved, we face the reality of
large scale communistic infiltration in the Western
hemishere. Whether that constitutes a threat depends
on individual ideology, but it’s certain that Reagan believes it’s threatening.
Our other choice would be to get directly involved in
the fighting in Central America.
But, the Vietnam war taught many Americans to
examine the nature of war more closely; and it doesn’t
take much examination to determine that the government in El Salvador is torturous and ruthless to its people.
If U.S. soldiers were sent to fight in El Salvador,
many of them would notice the injustice of the government they were fighting for and that would weaken their
perception of the war.
On the other hand, the war is the most substantial
element in the lives of most rebels, and the influx of
American troops would mean new vigor to their campaign. They would see U.S. troops as an indication that
they are winning in their battle to overthrow the government.
The conflict in Central America is becoming more
intense and the U.S. is prolonging a decision that must
be made. Either we overlook our morals and support the
government of El Salvador. or we stay out of the conflict
and let communism take its course.
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The forum page is your page. The Daily encourages
readers’ comments on any topic. The viewpoints expressed in opinion articles and cartoons are those of
the author. Editorials appearing on this page are the
opinion of the Spartan Daily.

Shopping for a mate in the supermarket of love
How soon would you like to meet someone wonderful? If you’re tired of the bar and church scene, or if
you’re a busy professional who doesn’t have the time to
look for Mr. or Miss Right, boy have I got a deal for you.
I received a letter the other day promising to

change my whole life around with a perfect mate. The
program is Great Expectations. a computer dating
service that offers three ways to meet your pinnacle of
perfection: Through a video screening program, a compatibility matching program or through meetings at educational and social functions
They promise to filter out "flakes," "lookey-loos"
and "those irresponsible types who don’t know the value
and benefits of sharing and loving." They also insist the
person won’t be married, promiscuous or still hung up
on another person.
Well, I’ve already detected a few grave errors.
Number one, I’m married. Number two, I’m still quite
hung up on this person And number three, I’m a closet
flake (sometimes)

But there are other problems. It’s generally accepted knowledge that most people lie on polls and personality quizzes. How are they going to filter out the real
undesirables? The survey asked only for such details as
marital status, education level, social goals and annual
income.
From this, the service will initially qualify or reject
applicants. If you qualify, you will then be interviewed.
As anyone who has ever been interviewed knows, we do
not always exude the real person inside. I’m usually
pleasant, attentive and polished. But for all the interviewer knows, when I go home, I may tear off my costume and be snag, a slob and a boozer.
But these are just potential technical problems. The
nitty-gritty is that romance is still out there, although
the program implies that it’s not. If you don’t have time
to actively seek romance then you deserve to live like a
hermit.
True, dating can be a drag it’s time consuming
and sometimes painful, particularly when you discover
that he/she has undesirable qualities like being a
swinger, a boor, or a compulsive book arranger. I’m a
compulsive "bookie," myself. Sorry, but we all have our
defects.
But think of the spontaneity of meeting someone on
your own; the electric meeting of eyes across a room;
the initial awkward conversation; that wild feeling (like
baloney in your shoes, as Steve Martin would say) when
you discover you have similar interests.
Climactic meetings don’t always happen. You may

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are unrealistic For the university to extend further
’Lack of financial integrity’
credit to the Daily would be an example of poor business
practice.
cause of Daily money problems
The Spartan Daily’s fiscal problems are characteristic of the lack of financial integrity prevalent in our society today, The attitude expressed in the May I editorial "The Right Direction" is both irresponsible and
unrealistic.
All of the reasons given for the Daily’s difficulties
are separate from the activities of the paper itself. This
simply can’t be true.
A deficit of 884,000 represents an accumulation of
outstanding debts over a period of time. The deficits
exist because the Spartan Daily spent money that it did
not have.
That can’t be blamed on anyone or anything else.
Liquidation of the paper’s reserve fund should not beheld responsible for the current inability to pay bills.
Expenses should be fully accounted for in the annual
working budget of the paper.
The editorial also implicated two organizations, the
Associated Students and the Instructionally Related Activities, as partly responsible for the financial crisis because they have contributed far less than the requested
amount of funds. These organizations cannot be held responsible for funds they have not committed.
The proposed ’solutions’ that the editorial mentions
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To operate on a biannual budget would only
lengthen the period of time between financial planning
and accountability.
challenge the Daily to accept the responsibility for
its financial problems, and to examine and correct its
own internal deficiencies in management, budgeting
and advertising.
I challenge the administration to require fiscal integrity of the Daily and not to offer another loan to the
paper at this time.
Douglas Lownsbery
Natural Science
senior

hate the person at first. Steve Lopez, San Jose Mercury
News columnist, admitted that when he first met his
wife, she told him he was detestable and disgusting.
"We started dating," he wrote.
Great Expectations promises to bring about the
same kind of pairing through video dating. "This
screening is so much more fair than meeting someone
by chance," the letter said. Fair? Who said anything
about being fair? All is not fair in love, folks
that’s
what makes it so exciting.
Besides, picking someone over the screen is akin to
ordering a specific choice from a menu; there’s little
room for change. If you order a medium -rare steak,
you’re not going to be satisfied with a well-done one.
But change is inevitable. The best part about a good
relationship is being able to change without inflicting
trauma on the other person, or to be able to drift from
the path and pursue different things but still meet back
periodically.
If I were single I’d consider the offer an insult. It
parallels love with picking fruit from a supermarket
When the juicy flesh is consumed, the core is discarded
because it is no longer appealing or useful.
Tossing aside the philosophical aspect, there’s economy to spontaneity as well. Why spend some cool hundreds on computer dating when you can go to a social
function and spend less than $20?
Now what was that you were saying about not having enough time to date?

country this means every country eligible.
The United States government made a mistake
back in 1980 to boycott the Moscow Olympics. President
Carter allowed politics to interfere with the spirit of the
Olympic games. This disappointed hundreds of hopeful
contenders. Just think how our athletes felt! Now just
think of how the Russian athletes feel; they have trained
almost all their lives to compete. Due to uncivilized politics, these athletes aren’t able to win a gold medal.
Politics have spoiled the Olympic tradition. Hopefully the Soviet boycott is a bluff, and they won’t make
the same mistake as the United States.
Carla M. Serbo
International Business
freshman

Thrill of victory missing
for athletes in summer games

Daily should be more positive,
create better image, reader says

The decision that the Soviet Union has made to boycott the Summer Olympic games in Los Angeles is ruining the thrill of victory for all athletes.
The Soviets present tougher competition for our athletes as well as the rest of the world’s. Also, if Eastern
bloc countries follow suit, the competition will decrease
even more. The whole idea behind the Olympics is
worldwide amateurs patriotically representing their

How many of us really want to see a front page story
about a dance closed down by a rowdy group of high
school kids? (Spartan Daily, May 1)
Does having a big front page article about a negative event have a good impact on the university?
We get enough stories of negative occurrences in
regular newspapers. A campus newspaper should promote the good of a university, while not completely neglecting the bad.
The story on Roy Palassou would have been more
appropriate for the front page instead of page four. Although Palassou’s achievements were sports related, he
did win the Heisman equivalent for gymnastics and
broke two school records though not at the same time.
Also, Palassou could very well make the Olympic
team which would give San Jose and San Jose State
some positive publicity,
The punk concert deserved page three coverage
where I’m sure they would feel comfortable. Next time,
instead of snubbing a fellow Spartan for some fourteen and fifteen -year olds, let’s consider which article we,
the students, would be more interested in
Joe Martini
Aeronautics
freshman
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by Dean Kahl

Insides out
It was a dark and stormy night.
Well, it was dark anyway. Only the storm was
in my brain, bloodstream and gut. It was Tuesday . .1 think. That was when I perfected the fine
art of "blowing chunks."
It’s a popular college game, but it goes by various names depending on what social circles
you’re in. "Tossin’ tacos," "riding the porcelain
pony," and "yawning in technicolor" are just some
of the more lively terms for an ugly reaction vomiting.
But for every reaction there must be an action.
I got sick when I got emotionally involved while
nursing a few Mich’s in an intensive care ward
called the Spartan Pub.
I just kept drinking and drinking. Everything
became a blur. I thought of my wife and kids worrying about my whereabouts. Then I remembered
that I wasn’t married. I feared getting fired from
my job. Then I remembered I didn’t have one. Everything was a blur.
Getting pissed at the pub usually puts me in a
reflective mood. I remember the time I shoplifted
some baseball cards from Thrifty when I was 10years-old. Tuesday night’s guilt trip made me want
to dig the cards out of my collection and return
them, but I remembered that Thrifty was now a
movie theater.
My train of thought was a runaway, but my
memory was slightly better than average. I knew I
could wipe out world hunger, put a huge Band-Aid
on Central America, overthrow the Ayatollah,
move the Raiders back to Oakland and the Giants
back to New York. 1 could make the world wonderful.
I felt like a wasted Mr. Rogers.
But I’ve never seen Mr. Rogers barf. And I
puked like a champ right out the window much to
the delight of my roommate. He let out a hearty
"revenge chuckle" because I made light of his eating habits in Tuesday’s column.
This heroic act was prompted by the thought
I’ve kicked around of starring in a TV beer ad. Everyone looks so footloose and fancy free in those
commercials
good ol’ American folks kickin’ the
tar out of the day’s problems and marchin’ off to the
bar to slam down a few brews.
I figured they’re only humans and so am 1. Apparently, I over auditioned
the fluid went down
the hatch golden and escaped shortly thereafter colorless.
Others were crowded into the campus hot spot,
supposedly to audition too. They had the same silly
smiles, bloodshot eyes and fumbling characteristics. I think I’m first in line for the lead role. My
stumbles were graceful,
The next morning, I irrationally cursed SJSU’s
house of decadence. I took a few jabs at my belly
and swore that I’d never engage in substance abuse
again. I had strayed from being the good scholastic
Spartan that my parents wished me to be.
I had sinned, but I vowed not to sin again
But, then I looked out the window and examined
the previous night’s pile of vomit from afar. The regurgitation on the ground was the sin. 1 was
cleansed. The Alcohol Devil had been exorcised.
With hand over heart, I gave thanks to the King of
Beers.
The advertising bigwigs at Coors, Michelob or
Budweiser have yet to contact me about that TV
spot, but
be more careful practicing. There’s
nothing likes healthy, alcohol -induced barf to drive
the point home.
Practice makes perfect.
Dean Kahl is the Daily’s feature editor and col
umnist Hie column appears every Tuesday and
Thursday
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SJSU offers degree in packaging Entomologists honored

By Greg Brooks
American packagers across the country
are starting to reduce their costs through the
use of lighter packaging and according to SJSU
Packaging Lecturer Peter Cocotas, the Division of Technology will play a key role for West
Coast companies during the "packaging revolution."
"SJSU is one of four or five schools in the
United States offering a degree in packaging,"
Cocotas added, "and it is the only one with a
packaging emphasis on the West Coast."
Other schools on the West Coast offer
courses in packaging, but SJSU is the only
West Coast facility offering a degree in the
field. An introductory packaging course is currently being offered and three more packaging
courses will be offered next year.
Cocotas served as manager of package development for Pepsico before coming to SJSU.
The packaging program was originally
sponsored by an industry group called the
Western Packaging Association. It approached
the university and "joined in sponsorship" of
the program, Cocotas said.

"It looks at SJSU as the optimum West
Coast packaging facility, mainly because of
our being located next to the Silicon Valley."
The "packaging revolution," as Cocotas
put it, came about because of economic reasons. After the oil embargo caused the price of
materials and energy to go up, he said, the cost
of producing packages and getting them to the
marketplace became a significant part of
profit.
"We’re on the threshold of a change in how
packaging is done in this country," Cocotas
said. "Take the little paper brick pack, put out
by Ocean Spray and other companies American marketers never thought that would be a
success in the United States. It had been poohpoohed for years.
"They said it was too inconvenient to open
and complained that consumers couldn’t see
the product, but quite the reverse happened. It
became a huge success and a very popular
package. Now everyone is starting to jump on
the bandwagon."
Another example of the change in packaging, he said, is the new plastic can being

tested by Campbell’s soup. If proved effective,
it could be put into a microwave oven and eaten
out of afterwards. However, one disadvantage
to plastic in regards to packaging is that it is
permeable. Some of the flavor is lost, he said.
"To remedy that, they (technologists) are
developing specialized plastics through the use
of a process called multi -barrier laminations
thin layers of various plastics that are laminated together in order to utilize the best properties of each plastic."
The three courses planned to be offered
next year are:
Packaging Materials An in-depth look
at packaging with paper, plastics, metals and
other materials.
r Packaging Systems Exploring different kinds of production systems and labeling
processes.
Package Development How to get a
package from concept to the marketplace.
Cocotas concluded by saying he thinks
packaging is moving from the traditional plastics, glass and metal toward more flexible
packaging

By Melissa Calvo
Awards totaling $1,000 were given
to four entomology students and an-biother $200 was presented to a micro
ology major last Thursday.
Sheila Pannell, Louise Handly,
Peter Sherrill and Wesley Maffei were
the four entomology seniors who each
received 8250.
The Darrell P. Cardiff awards
were given to Handly, Sherrill and Maffei by the California Pest Control Association CPCA ) .
These awards are presented each
year to encourage students at SJSU to
consider careers in pest management
fields, said Entomology Prof. Gordon
Edwards.
The CPCA "has so many jobs that
we can’t fill them," he said. The organization has had an interest in SJSU students he said, because "they appreciate and like our students."

Sherrill is involved in the public
health aspect of entomology and participated with Handly and other biology
students in a seven -week study in the
jungles and mountains of Costa Rica,
Edwards said.
The fourth $250 award was given to
Pannell by the the Lady Bugs, an organization affiliated with the CPCA.
-biology award was
The $200 micro
presented to Linda Boeddiker, senior,
who won the scholarship for writing a
statement about her goals.
The award was given by the the Biology Department under the Beverly
Dolan-Deak award.
The scholarship is funded by Mike
Iverson, research professor at Yale
University.
Iverson, who is an SJSU alumnus,
gives this award annually in honor of
his classmate, the late Dolan-Deak.

SJSU seeks increase in minority nurses
By Carl Miller
SJSU minority nursing
students will participate
again this summer in a federally-funded
program
created to try to cut down
the drop-out rate among
minority nursing students.
The program is called
the South Bay Area Health
Education Center and is affiliated with the San Jose
Health Center and Stanford University.
The program was designed because "the minority community spends a
tremendous amount of
money paying taxes, and
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"logical and analytical
reasoning skills," Sherrer
said.
The SJSU Nursing Department has been helpful
with the program because
"they realize the need for
retention
of
minority
nurses." she said. "We live
in a very large multi-cultural community and the
care of nurses in this community should reflect our
environmulti -cultural
ment."
The 1980 Census Report showed a large underrepresentation of minority
nurses in Santa Clara
County.
Approximately
21.4 percent of the county’s
make-up was minority,
while in the same year
there was a total of 817 minority nursing students enrolled in registered nursing
programs.
Only four percent of all
nurses in the county were

Car-diac Arres&

Hispanic, one percent were
Black and one percent
were Native American.
The Bay Area Health
Education Center cites
three academic problems
that increase the attrition
rate of minority nursing
students. They are the lack

of minority role models in
positions of power and authority, lack of a support
system aimed at minorities, and a present curriculum which does not address
the
health-care
practices and lifestyles of
minorities.
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their agency tries to make
sure minorities benefit
from it," said Program
Specialist Chris Sherrer.
Minority nursing students at SJSU suffer from
an attrition rate of more
than 50 percent because of
economic, social, and academic problems, she said.
The four-week summer program specifically
seeks to enroll Blacks, Hispanics, Native Americans,
and Southeast Asians.
The program was developed with the help of
faculty and focuses on
nursing curriculum, she
said. Students are introduced to role models who
show them what it’s like to
be nurses. In addition, students will be tutored to improve their time management and writing and
study skills.
It’s important for nursing students to learn to use
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Soviet media campaign justifies boycott
MOSCOW I API Soviet authorities
orchestrated a media campaign to prepare their citizens and the world for
their decision to pull out of the 1984 Summer Olympics in Los Angeles.
Hours before the pullout was announced by the Soviet National Olympic
Committee on Tuesday, state-run newspapers had taken the 3-year-old campaign one step further by publishing letters from readers suggesting that Soviet
athletes stay away from the Games.
"Why send our boys to a place where
terror rules?" asked one reader.
"I and my comrades at the labor collective are convinced there is no reason
for our athletes to participate in an Olympiad where there is no calm and no
peace," wrote another.
Soviet newspapers began denouncing
alleged commercialism and poor plan-

ning at the Los Angeles Olympics as long
ago as 1981.
At first, it was the idea of U.S. businesses underwriting the Los Angeles
games that seemed to irk the Soviets
most
Then, it was the smog. Monique Berlioux, director of the International Olympics Committee, was quoted in Soviet
newspapers as saying that "heat combined with high humidity" could be a
great problem for competing athletes.
In 1982, the Soviets stepped up their
complaints with direct hints of a boycott
and accusations that the U.S. government
had violated the Olympic charter.
A statement issued in May of that
year after Los Angeles Olympics organizer Peter Ueberroth met sports officials
in Moscow demanded written guarantees

Councilman avoids recall,
praises Stockton voters
for ignoring ’nonsense’
Councilman Mark Stebbins, who
STOCKTON (AP)
withstood a recall attempt that focused on his claim he is
refusing to put up with the "nonpraised
voters
for
black,
sense" of using race as an election issue.
Results from the election showed 1,426 voting against
the recall and 1,012 for it, giving Stebbins 58.4 percent of
the vote. He needed 50 percent to retain his seat in a poor
district of this San Joaquin County community.
Stebbins’ margin of victory was more than three
times that of his successful run for the seat last November, and the 42-year-old councilman said Tuesday night
the win proved that Stockton voters "wouldn’t stand for
this type of nonsense."

from Washington that it would uphold the
charter.
The official sports newspaper Soviet sky Sport warned then that these guarantees were "a lecessary condition for
participation of the U.S.S.R.’s team in the
Olympic Games of 19114 in Los Angeles."
The campaign continued with sporadic press complaints but was sharply
escalated this spring after the State Department in March refused a visa to Oleg
Yermishkin, the designated Soviet Olympic attache.
Officials in Washington who refused
to be identified said the visa was denied
on grounds Yermishkin worked for the
KGB while serving in the Soviet Embassy
in Washington.
The Soviet press portrayed the refusal as further proof that the U.S. govern-

ment was blocking Soviet participation at
the Games.
The claim most emphasized and ultimately cited on Tuesday by the Soviet
Olympic Committee as the reason for the
pullout was that security provisions in
Los Angeles were inadequate to protect
Soviet athletes.
The accusation was behind a Soviet
demand last month for a special meeting
of the International Olympics Committee’s executive committee. U.S., Sovie,
and IOC officials met and said afterwarc
that progress had been made toward re
solving the Soviet complaints.
The Soviet press copiously quoted Soviet, East European and Western athletes
to back their complaints about the games.
Sovietsky Sport began a daily column entitled, "Los Angeles: The Problems Remain."

WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan said
yesterday he was greatly disappointed by the Soviet
decision to boycott the Olympic games in Los Angeles
this summer, and he called the action unfair to young
athletes who have waited to compete.
"Like so many, I have a great feeling of disappointment," the president told reporters the day after
the Soviet Union announced it would not compete.
"I’m sorry they feel that way and I think it’s unfair
to the young people that have been waiting for so long
to participate in those games," Reagan said.
"It ought to be remembered by all of us that the
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games more than 2,000 years ago started as a means of
bringing peace between the Greek city states. And in
those days, even if a war was going on, when Olympic
year came, they called off the war in order to hold the
games.
"I wish we were still as civilized," he said.
The president was asked about the Olympics during a meeting in the Cabinet Room with a delegation of
U.S. observers who went to El Salvador for last Sunday’s presidential election.
Earlier, Reagan administration officials said they
saw little chance of a change of heart in Moscow that
would permit Soviet athletes to compete.

GET IN ON THE BOOM.
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Built-in graphics
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*". and one year warranty by A & K

"There were racial
overtones in this campaign," said Mayor Randall Ronk, a Stebbins
backer. "I think this shows
those overtones have been
rejected."

The recall attempt was
initiated by the incumbent
loser in the November contest, 12-year councilman
Ralph White, a black 41 year-old millioriaire bail
bondsman who charged
that Stebbins had "defrauded" the voters by trying to pass himself off as
black.
After insistent questions from White at a meeting of a black political association
during
the
campaign, Stebbins had
said he was black. White
later produced Stebbins’
birth certificate from Colville, Wash., showing that
both his parents are white,
and Stebbins himself has
said his four brothers and
sister are white.
However, he still describes himself as "culturally, socially and genetically" black, conceding he
doesn’t know how many
generations back blacks
were part of his family.

LOS ANGELES ( AP) A group dedicated to
keeping the Soviet Union out of the Summer Olympic Games and attracting defectors if the USSR
does participate claimed Tuesday that it forced the
Soviet decision not to send its athletes here.
"We’re definitely responsible, no matter what
they say," said David Balsiger, national executive
director for the Ban the Soviets Coalition.
"I’m sure they decided to pull out because the
U.S. would not muzzle our coalition and agree to
turn defectors back over to the KGB, which was
probably the major reason they withdrew," he said.
He only expressed regret at not having an opportunity to aid Soviet defectors. "We had extensive plans to assist about ZOO defections during the
Games," Balsiger said.
Those plans included a "public information
campaign" using demonstrators and billboards advertising in Russian.
In its Tuesday statement, the Soviet Union said
it was pulling out of the Games because the United
States could not guarantee the safety of Russian
athletes.
"Extremist organizations and groupings of all
sorts, openly aiming to create ’unbearable conditions’ for the stay of the Soviet delegation and performance by Soviet athletes, have sharply stepped
up their activity with direct connivance of the
American authorities," the Soviet statement said.
Based in Costa Mesa, the Ban the Soviets group
is an ad hoc organization of conservative groups
and Eastern European ethnic organizations. It has
been pushing to have the Soviets blocked from attending the Summer Games since September of last
year.

Soviet pullout upsets Reagan

"I’m pleased but not surprised," he said. "Now it’s
time to get back to work."

Blacks are a minority
of 10 percent in this city of
169,000. In Stebbins’ council district, 37 percent of
the residents are black, 46
percent Hispanic, 8 percent white and 9 percent
are other races.

Group takes credit
for Soviet boycott
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Past ASPB events include the Wednesday Cinemas, Huey
Lewis and the News, Steve Hackett, Peter Gabrial, Ray
Bradbury, Bill Evans and More . . .
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A.S. Office, 3rd Floor, Student Union

This Mother’s Day,
express a beautiful
thought to Mom and
others dear to you.
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Getting Ready to run from Boston to Olympic trials
By Cindy Roberts
In her Christmas stocking last year, Francie
Ready found a ticket to Boston it was also her ticket
to the April 16 running of the Boston Marathon. All she
needed was the money to get her back home again.
"My parents paid one way and I paid the other
way, so I went. I just did it," said the 23-year old redhead, an SJSU student with her history degree who’s
back for her teaching credential.
Ready is not your typical marathoner. This is a
woman who "carbs up" (consumes many carbohydrates) not just on pasta, but beer. This is a woman
who shelled out $400 of her own money to run the Boston Marathon, but said she was too cheap to buy the
proper pair of running shoes for the race.
"I just didn’t want to spend the money, I ran in
these," she said, pointing to her (rail shoes. "They
have no cushion and it was all cement. The pounding
on the cement just wrecks your legs."
Ready has heard of people spending upwards of
$100 on a pair of running shoes and says, "That is
crazy. Those are coffee table shoes. Those should be
put on a coffee table so people can look at them."
Ready coached cross-country and track at St.
Nicholas High School, but started running seriously
only 18 months ago.
"Where I live is so pretty. I just started walking
the trails and eventually started jogging them," she
said. She lives in Los Altos Hills, where she has a rent
exchange deal going with a family. What really pushed

her into marathon running was joining a running
group called "Tuallmore Dew" which is made up
mostly of ultra -marathoners those masochists who
pound their feet across 5010 100 miles of land at a time.
Ready is one of the few women in the group.
"It’s really casual," she said. "It’s not a competitive-type thing. It’s to stay in shape and run on pretty
trails. Basically they (the runners) drink and run and
eat."
Anyone who can get to Boston and pay the $10
entry fee can run in the Boston Marathon. But in order
to get an official time and number, the runner must
qualify at a track official race with a time of 3 hours, 18
minutes or better. Ready used her San Francisco Marathon time of 2 hours, 55 minutes.
Besides wearing the wrong type of shoe, Ready
ran into other technical difficulties during the race,
causing her to turn in a disappointing time of 3 hours,
20 minutes.
"It was rainy and very cold," she said. "I was getting over a cold. I had bronchitis a couple of weeks before I left for Boston. I had pretty much resigned myself to the fact that I would not do a spectacular time."
Ready’s main goals, however, were to get to Boston and finish the race.
Ready spends about 14 hours a week running trails, and tries to gets longer 20- to 30-mile run in on the
weekends.
For all the calories she expends running, you can
bet she eats a lot of everything.

"Except I don’t eat any red meat," she said. "I
just don’t like the taste. I’ll eats hamburger, though I
don’t mind a good cheeseburger"
Two or three nights before a race, she drinks a lot
"Beer is great carbo," she said. The night before
the race she loads up on lots of pasta and lasagna Besides that, she is "heavily into fruit" and any good food
that is prepared well.
What is there to think about during a three or four
hour run?
"Running is very mental," she said. "You really
have to want to do it. You just think about keeping one
foot in front of the other."
The longest distance Ready has ever run at one
time was 40 miles while "crewing" a friend who was
running the 100-mile West State Race from Tahoe to
Auburn. After the 60th mile, the runner may have
someone "crew" or run with them holding a flashlight
and water bottle.
"Someday I’d like to do that," she said speaking of
the West State Race. "It’s an intense run; those people
are crazy." She’s also planning on more marathons
like next year’s Boston Marathon and the Olympic trials in 1988.
Ready has a "wait-till-next-year" attitude about
her next Boston Marathon. She’s going to stay healthier so she’s not sick right before the race. She’s going
to run a little more.
But she’s definitely going to buy a new pair of
shoes.

Michael McGuire
Francie Ready

Beer & Banter
By Pat Sangimino
All it took was a little pizza and a lot of beer to get
the creative juices flowing.
The more beer that poured out the easier the
brainstorming session became. Banter magazine was
born. The magazine is full of laughs from cover to cover.
Just looking at the staff box is worth a giggle or two:
Censor: Larry Flynt
Legal Consultant: Flex Crush
Spiritual Advisor/Refreshment Coordinator. Jim
Jones
While a couple of those entries and several more
throughout the magazine border on bad taste, the topper

Cute.
Clever.
Mischievous.
Intelligent.
Dangerous.

Commentary
is that SJSU’s new humor magazine chose to honor two
convicted killers Dan White and Theodore Streleski
as its "Men of the Year."
"We were looking for something funny and controversial that we could make a point with," Business Manager/co-publisher Alan Day said. "The major point we are
trying to get across is that two men can committ violent
horrible crimes and get off so easily."
Editor/co-publisher Craig Carter added, "I don’t
know who came up with the idea or even how it came
about, but at the time we were brainstorming, both White
and Streleski were in the news and we thought it would be
kind of fun to base an issue on them. It’s funny that a lot of
the stuff we thought of that night actually got used."
White and Streleski certainly did get their share of
the print in Banter’s debut issue. In fact, the coverage of
these two convicts borders on overkill (no pun intended).
Featured in the 22-page magazine are satirical interviews with the two killers and a full -color cover drawing
by art director Scott Bontz showing Streleski with a hammer and White, wearing a badge stating "Milk does a
body good," toting a smoking pistol in his right hand.
Staff writer Keith Hodgin received a couple of hearty
chuckles for his question-and-answer format interviews
with both Streleski and White.
When Streleski supposedly informed Hodgin that he
was going to try out for the Stanford track and field team
and Hodgin asked what event he would compete in, it was
pretty obvious that his answer would be "The hammer
throw, of course." Even so, it was still an effective line.
Another funny piece was a mock -advertisement for
Twinkys that shows a silhouette of a man with a gun at the
doorway. The text reads:
You’ve just shot the mayor.
There’s a fag down the hall but he’s a long way off.
You need a little "pick me up."
Have a Twinky.
Hodgin was the creator of this spoof and actually
thought of all the text during that original brainstorming
session.
"Keith was adlibbing the dialougue and we were sitting there laughing so hard, that I was having trouble
writing down what he was saying fast enough," Carter
said. "That’s the most complimented piece so far. People
have been seeing it and just started laughing out loud."
But things started getting a bit redundant when readers were presented with "Dear Dan/Dear Ted" supposed authentic copies of the letters that Streleski and
White sent each other in prison. While the letters started
out being funny, they gradually began to try too hard for a
laugh.
Another good attempt at humor that somehow missed
the point was the all -color board game "Get Away With
Murder." The game shows the plight that both Streleski
and White took to get to the high standing positions they
are in now.
Carter then dropped the White/Streleski routine and
came out of left field with "The !maculate Deception" a
rehash of the !maculate Conception when Mary broke the
news to Joseph that she was pregnant with the son of God,
Jesus Christ.
The dialougue for "The lmaculate Deception" is 20th
century and was funny at times, but the the piece was far
too long and I was surprised to find that after reading the
first three pages of it, that this was only the end of Act
One, Scene One. Banter readers now have something to
look forward to for the next issue Act Two, Scene One.
How many people will look forward to the second part
of this piece is unknown, but one person that probably
won’t is Natalie Shiras of the Campus Christian Center.
Although she said that the piece had a lot of potential,
"the story falls short of what it could be."
"I thought the Editor’s note at the beginning was
really good. It made me think that the story was going to
deal with the complexities of fathering a savior and it almost gets it," Shiras said. "Joseph’s cynicism and
Mary’s lack of knowledge make it impossible for the two
to communicate. They are talking on different levels and
that kind of turns me off."
Carter said that he had some similarly negative experiences while passing out issues of Banter in front of the
Student Union earlier in the week. One woman, he said,
took one look at the cover and crumpled it up and walked
away
Another time, two men carrying Bibles came up and
told Carter that he "needed to be saved by God."
"I don’t think you can ever be funny unless it’s at
someone else’s expense," Carter said. "Someone always
gets nailed. The idea is not to go out and nails group, but
when you’re writing humor, you’re bound to hit a nerve "
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Special
People. . .

Everyone’s a winner
at Special Olympics
The shower of emotion on the
faces of those competing in the
15th Annual Special Olympics
suggests that all participating
athletes are winners.
Special Olympians ranging
from ages three to 30-years -old
and representing 20 Santa Clara
County schools crowded the track
and field at San Jose City College
on Saturday.
All winners are goi4 to be
participating here today,’
Congressman Norm Mineta said
as the athletes cheered.
Equal to the number of
participants were the crowd of
family, friends and interested
people who came to watch the
games.
Officials and volunteers,
including some from SJSU,
helped to organize the event,
which was hosted by the Santa
Clara County Special Olympics
and San Jose Parks and
Recreation.
The day began with the
opening ceremonies, including
the parade of athletes, awards
presentations and lighting of the
torch.
The games then followed with
the proclamation, "Let the games
begin," by Honorary Chairman
Jan Hutchins, anchorman for
KICU Channel 36.

Events throughout the day
included the 400-relay, 50-meter
dash, Softball Throw and
Standing Long Jump.
SJSU public relations
students were also on hand at the
event to oversee the results of
their media campaign.
Glenn Lurie, one of six
students who chose the Special
Olympics for his senior seminar
class project, said that his group
began organizing the project in
March.
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
was also involved in the event,
with over 50 members
volunteering their time to the
Special Olympic clinics.
San Jose Mayor Tom
McEnery was among those
officials who addressed
participants and spectators.
The faces of those athletes
who walked away with their
participation awards seemed to
indicate their satisfaction and
summize the theme of this year’s
Special Olympics, "Bravery
comes in very special forms at
very special moments."

. . . go for the gold

Photos by: Torn Hardy
Text by: Melissa Calvo
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Court halts state’s attempt Long distance choices planned
to cut teachers’ pensions
By Staff and Wire Reports

Former governors wanted money to balance budget
and Wire Reports
SACRAMENTO
In a second
rebuff to the state’s attempts to balance its budget by slashing its pension contributions, a state appeals
court has ruled illegal a $375 million
cut in funds for the teachers’ retirement system.
The reductions took place over
four years and involved two governors, Edmund Brown Jr. and
George Deukmehan.
In a 2-1 decision released Tuesday, the 3rd District Court of Appeals said the cuts broke the state’s
implied promise to teachers in a
1979 law to make a certain level of
contributions each year to the State
Teachers’ Retirement System.
"Pension rights are an element
of compensation of the teacher .
a measure of fiscal insurance
against future adverse economic
and political developments," said
the opinion by Justice Coleman
Blease.
"The teacher who accepts this
inducement at the outset of a career
. .. gains nothing if the state has a
By Staff

retained power to periodically modify the agreement."
Deukmejian, who has proposed
restoring part of last year’s pension
cut in his current budget, may appeal the ruling to the state Supreme
Court.
However, that court denied a
hearing last year when the governor
challenged a decision by the same
appeals court declaring unconstitutional a similar state deduction of
$187 million from the Public Employees’ Retirement System to balance the 1981-82 budget.
William Tidwell, chairman of
the SJSU Academic Senate and
president of the local chapter of the
Congress of Faculty Association,
said Tuesday’s decision will have no
effect on the pensions of SJSU teachers who fall under the public employees’ system, rather than the
state teacher’s system.
"Deukmejian tried the same
thing with us last year," Tidwell
said. "He wanted to try it again, but
apparently the court’s won’t let
him."

Only California teachers from
kindergarten through the community college level are directly affected by the ruling, but according
to Wiggsy Sivertsen, SJSU professor
and local president of the United
Professors of California, the decision was a moral victory for teachers throughout the state.
"That money belongs to the teachers," Sivertsen said comparing
Deukmejian’s actions to "borrowing
money from my bank account without promising to reimburse me."
Ralph Flynn, executive director
of the California Teachers Association, which filed the current suit,
said CTA is "elated" and added,
"By the failure of the state to meet
its obligations in a timely manner, it
puts itself up against a wall. Now it
has to meet a large obligation at one
time."
But he said the projected budget
surplus of $1 billion or more should
cover the pension costs as well as increased funding for public schools.
Staff writer John Venturino contributed to this story.

In a change of signals, PaSAN FRANCISCO
cific Bell Tuesday proposed a new plan to give subscribers several choices in the way they make long distance calls outside the company’s designated service
areas.
Initially, Pacific Bell, which is prohibited from
providing long distance service as part of the American Telephone & Telegraph divestiture, said it wanted
to cut off toll calls to customers who had not subscribed with along distance company.
But in its proposal to the California Public Utilities
Commission, the phone company proposed offering
current customers a number of choices, including
picking an "easy access" carrier that allows them to
make long distance calls without dialing extra numbers, as is often the case now.
A two-year, statewide phase-in of the "easy access" program would begin Aug. 24 in the city of Alameda. The entire proposal would take effect May 16 if

the PLC agrees, Pacific Bell said.
SJSU’s Communications Coordinator, Chuck Delano, said dorm students with any questions about long
distance calls and the various options should call the
university’s Telephone Billing Office at 277-3999.
"I can imagine .there is some confusion about
which long distance service system is best," Delano
added. "If you are making a lot of long distance calls
to one particular area, then it’s best to use SPRINT.
MCI, or one of the other value-added carriers. However, if you’re like me and make long-distance calls all
over, it would be best to stay with the AT&T network."
Delano also noted that many students make the
mistake of throwing away the informational notice accompanying their phone bill.
Don Peters, Pacific Bell’s San Jose area manager,
said that San Jose residents would not be affected by
the proposal, if approved, until the third quarter of
1985.
Staff writer Greg Brooks contributed to this story

Accused rapist’s bail set at $1 million
VENTURA (AP)
Dean Phillip Carter, wanted for questioning in
the deaths of at least 30 women in
three states, pleaded innocent yesterday to a rape charge after he was
returned from Arizona to California,
officials said.
"He pleaded innocent and bail
was set at $1 million" by Municipal
Court Judge Edwin Osborne, said
Jim Grunert, Ventura County deputy district attorney.

Grunert said he explained to the
judge in court that Carter’s bail
should be set high because he is a
risk to flee the state and because
homicide charges were being filed.
"He has no contacts with the
state, no contacts with the county,
he fled the state and various homicide charges are in the process of
being filed against him," Grunert
explained in a telephone interview
afterward.

Airline owner suing to keep planes flying
WASHINGTON (AP) It is early 1982 and Sir Freddie Laker’s cut-rate "Skytrain" is the black sheep of the
airlines that criss-cross the Atlantic.
The carriers, losing money, have already lowered
some fares to match Laker. Yet Sir Freddie still hauls one
of every five trans -Atlantic air travelers and threatens to
expand his low-cost flights throughout Europe.
But Laker also is running short on cash and can’t
make his loan payments. After a last-ditch refinancing
plan fails, his pioneering, low -fare airline goes bankrupt,
stranding thousands of travelers.
A few months later the other airlines raise their
prices.
End of the story? Not quite.
A $2 billion antitrust suit moving slowly toward trial
in U.S. District Court here eventually could put Sir Freddie Laker back into the skies, airline officials believe. And
a tenacious judge appears determined to see the case
through, despite claims by the British government that he
has no business getting involved.
The court-appointed liquidators of Laker Airways 17
months ago filed the suit against 10 European and U.S.
airlines and the McDonnell Douglas Corp., which just before the Laker bankruptcy appeared according to
Laker agreeable to an $8 million loan that might have
kept the "Skytrain" flying.
The Laker plaintiffs and Laker too, though he is not
directly involved in the suit accuse the airlines of conspiring to lower prices matching Laker’s fares and when
Laker began running out of money, putting pressure on
. McDonnell Douglas to scuttle an 11th hour bailout.
The airlines argue the fares were lowered legally and
contend their protests to McDonnell Douglas about a possible bailout stemmed from concern that the aircraft
manufacturer was about to obtain equity in a competing
Carrier.
The going has been slow and the legal maneuvering
Intense. Already no fewer than 19 law firms are involved
in a case that is unfolding before both the U.S. and British

Mother
sentenced
to prison
OAKLAND (AP) A
judge rejected pleas for
probation today and sentenced a woman to four
years in prison in connection with the death of her
son who died 10 days after
he was punched by the
woman’s boyfriend.
Defendant Bonnie Watkins was taken away after
Alameda County Superior
Court Judge Marie Collins
rejected pleas for five
years’ probation from the
Probation Department and
the woman’s lawyer.
The judge cited the nature of the 1983 crime, referring to the "particular
vulnerability" of the vicLavell
3-year-old
tim,
Hicks.
Court records showed
the boy awoke one morning
and asked for a drink of
water. The mother’s live-in
boy friend, Charles Wilangered,
was
liams,
walked into the boy’s bedroom and punched him in
the chest.
The tot lost consciousness and lay in a coma, untreated. for 10 days before
he died in the apartment.
earlier
29,
Williams,
pleaded guilty to seconddegree murder and was
sentenced to IS years to life
in prison,
The prosecutor, Deputy District Attorney Robert Platt, had contended
the mother was also guilty
of second-degree murder,
but the jury decided on involuntary manslaughter
Watkins’ attorney, Geof fery Carter, told the
panel the mother was
afraid of Williams, had
been "brainwashed" and
lacked "free will"

The Laker plantiffs . . . accuse
the airlines of conspiring to
lower prices matching Laker’s
fare and when Laker began
running out of money, putting
pressure on McDonnell Douglas
to scuttle an 11th hour bailout.
courts.
Interwoven are disputes about British and American
sovereignty and a sharp disagreement between the two
governments over how far U.S. antitrust laws should
reach. The British claim that by pursuing antitrust
charges, the U.S. courts are violating U.S.-British aviation agreements.
British courts have ordered the Laker plaintiffs to
halt their case against the two British airlines listed as defendants, prompting U.S. District Judge Harold Greene,
who is handling the case, to accuse the British of "unprecedented interference" in the U.S. judicial process.
At the same time it has been speculated widely that
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Although California, Washington and Alaska officials say they
want to question Carter, 29, about
such slayings as Seattle’s "Green
River murders" of 25 young women,
Carter has not been charged with
any murders.
Grunert refused to disclose any
details about the Ventura County
rape, saying he would wait until the
preliminary hearing scheduled for
May 21.
5
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the Justice Department is pressing a parallel criminal investigation of the airlines. The department will only say
that a grand jury for some time has been looking into
"possible criminal antitrust violations involving passenger travel between the United States and the United Kingdom."
Greene, overseer of the recent breakup of the American Telephone and Telegraph Co. and therefore not a
stranger to complex and lengthy corporate struggles, is
mulling over a response to the British injunction that
threatens to block the suit. He already has enjoined other
defendants from seeking protection under the British
flag.
Meanwhile, Greene has given all indications that he
intends to allow the case to go toward trial.
In addition to McDonnell Douglas, the defendants in
the suit are British Airways, Pan American World Airways, Trans World Airlines, Lufthansa, Swiss Air, Sabena Belgian World Airlines, Scandinavian Airlines,
KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, British Caledonian Airways
and UTA French Airlines.

As boys, they made a pact to share their fortunes, their loves, their lives.
As men, they shared a dream to rise from poverty to power.
Forging an empire built on greed, violence and betrayal, their dream
would end as a mystery that refused to die.

COMPLETE SELECTION OF CURRENT TITLES
Best Selection ol Science Fiction in South linA
BARGAINS BY THE 100’s ON OUR SALE TABLES
The County’s Big Bookstore
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SELL IT QUICKLY!
We’ve put all
our eggs
into one big basket.
Wheels 8c Deals, the world’s first and largest ,
service exclusively for private party vehicle ’
sales, has combined its San Jose and Mountain
View operations at one location.
Now, all of our buyers and sellers will benefit
from the more than 200 vehicles all displayed at
one large South Bay location of Wheels & Deals.
901 E. El Camino Real
Mt. View, CA 94040
(At the Sunnyvale Border)

(415) 965-8062
M F 108. Sat 106Sun Closed
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Spartans drop two more to Fresno State
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By Joe Roderick
Spartan head coach
Gene Menges has to wonder when it all will end. It’s
become a never-ending
nightmare against Frenso

Baseball
State. If it isn’t a home run
that beats SJSU one day,
it’s a single into no-man’s
land the next time.
Yesterday, the Spartans added a couple more
variations to the ugly
dream. This time it was a
double play that went
awry, leading to the eventual game-winning run in a
4-3 loss in the second game
of a double-header at Municipal Stadium.
The first -game loss to
the Bulldogs, 6-3, was
caused by a little bit of everything. At any rate,
Fresno had swept the Spartans, increasing its winning binge over SJSU to 18
games. But perhaps more
importantly to the Bulldogs, their victory string
was upped to 19 games and
their record to 50-10.
When it was over,
Menges could do little but
shake his head. "I don’t
know what to say," he said.
"I just think we played
good enough to win. A couple of screwy plays costs
Screwy may be the
word of the day for the
Spartans. Three plays
three screwy plays killed
the Spartans in the second
game.
gone, and reliever Bob Jacobsen wasn’t close on most of
Play No. 1: A pickoff attempt at first base. It’s the his pitches.
type of play that’s taken for granted. If it’s successful, the
Graybill battled Jacobsen to a 3-1 count, but jumped
runner is left with dirt on his face. More often, though, the on the next pitch, only to fly -out to center.
play backfires.
Mason had Jacobsen at 2-1, but flailed at the next two
Spartan pitcher Ron Rooker fired one to Dwayne pitches for a strikeout and another loss to Fresno
Graybill at first base in an attempt to erase Joe Xavier.
"I wasn’t patient enough," Mason said. "It could
The ball flew past Graybill, scoring Jim Davis from third have been a 3-1 count instead of 2-2."
for a 1-0 Bulldog lead in the third inning.
Speaking of 2-2, the Spartans had rallied back to tie it
"I threw the ball to first the best way I could," Rooker by that score in the first game. Earlier, Steve Olson got
said. "It was my best pickoff move. I just threw it too one into the danger zone against Ed Jacobo, who hit his
hard. I’ll take the blame for this loss on that one."
seventh homer for a 2-0 lead in the first inning.
Play No. 2: With two outs, Scott Buss takes off for sec"That first homer didn’t help," Olson said. "That’s
ond on a steal attempt in the fifth inning. Catcher Reggie what happens when you make a bad pitch to the No. 4 hitSimmons throw skips into center field, allowing Buss to ter."
go to third.
But Olson settled down for a couple of innings while
Rooker then gives up a triple to Xavier and a double the Spartans tied it 2-2. In the fourth, the Bulldogs put on a
to Tony Cantelmo for a 3-0 lead.
clinic on how to properly rope singles up the middle Four
Just about now, a imaginary curtain was coming balls were hit through the infield, scoring two runs for a 4down slowly from the sky. This show was nearly over, and 2 Bulldog lead.
everybody knew it.
But the killer single of the inning was of the cheapy
But wait, don’t pack it up yet.
variety, a blooper down the left-field line, scoring two
The Spartans scored twice in the fifth on an RBI sinruns.
_
gle by Scott Rettig and a passed ball for a 3-2 deficit.
There was something utterly meaningful involved here.
EARN $ $ $
Pitcher Mark Gardner had strung together 13 straight
WHILE LOSING WEIGHT & INCHES
scoreless innings against the Spartans dating back to an
April 14 outing.
Yeelrial0 Artkrhiri.1
But wait, there’s more. Paul Mason began the sixth ???
by rocketing a Gardner pitch over the left-field fence for
1.1.
Call 923-134]
his first home run in 153 at-bats this year.
"It was a curveball down," Mason said. "I just went
down and hit it. At least I can say I hit one out this year."
EARN $2-3,000 THIS SUMMER
But just about the time the Spartans floated down
from the ozone layer, it was the Bulldogs turn to get sky
high. With one out in the seventh, Fresno loaded the
A
bases. Pinch-hitter Scott Sellner then laced one back to
A
PIRG, the nations leading
Rooker, who threw to Simmons to initiate a possible 1-2-3
advocacy organization,
double play.
is hiring summer staff
A
A
Here’s where screwy play No.3 materialized. Sim
for a voter registration
mons fired to first, but hit Sellner in the helmet, allowing
campaign. Work inside
Xavier to score for 4-3.
or outside California.
"I don’t know if Reggie stepped out enough," Rooker
84
84
said. "It’s tough to say. That’s a tough play to make. I did
my job by throwing it home. I don’t know what happened
Interviewing May 14. Call for appt.
after that."
(415) 642-9952, (408) 295-1683 (EVE.)
The Spartans looked like they might send it into extra
innings in the seventh, putting two runners on with one
out.
By the time Graybill came to hat. Gardner was long
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MORE BILLS
THAN SALES?
ADVERTISE
277-3171

Corporation has
immediate opening for mechanical or
Aeronautical -Astronautical Engineer.
Familiarity with Micro -Computers and
Compressible Flow Theory a must.
Salary negotiable. Hours flexible.
Call Jon at 727-1171
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WE’VE SPENT
31 YEARS
HELPING YOU MAKE
THIS DECISION
You’ve found that someone special, and it’s time to
select the ideal engagement ring, a gift that will be a symbol of
your hive forever.
Choosing the gem and mounting takes time and care.
At Morton Jewelers, we know how important this decision is
and offer you our II years of experience to help you select the
consummate ring. Our expert gemologists will help you choose
the ideal gem and mounting for your engagement set, giving
you the freedom to create your own expression of love.
Morton jewelers
Certified (kink .l.gpt, .tnerfLart (dem SA ,Ciet
n257..,n6L Comm
San Jose
1, !.,
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WE LEND STUDENTS
A HELPING HAND.
A lack of funds used to keep many promising
students out of college. That’s not the case
anymore.
Government-backed student loans now enable
most kids to get the education they need.
And Imperial Savings wants to help.
We have the money to lend, and getting it is easy
and convenient.
To apply, just drop by any of our branch offices.
We’ll be happy to
you all the details.

give

We want to help. Because a student loan is an
investment in tomorrow.
For fast information, just call our financial hotline.

1-800-CHEK-NOW
(1-800-243-5669)

Li Imperial Savings
Association

11 hen.

Prep Sessions
EUROPE
BUDGET
AIRFARES

Ken Caminiti ( left)
takes a cut in the
third inning of the
first game yesterday.
The third baseman
doubled and singled
in the opener.
Spartan catcher
Reggie Simmons
(above) couldn’t
prevent Ton’,
Cantelmo from
scoring in the fourth
inning. The Bulldogs
went on to sweep the
Spartans, upping
their winning streak
to 19 games. The
Spartans,
meanwhile,
concluded Northern
California Baseball
Association play 15-15
and are 28-31-1
overall entering a
four-game series this
weekend in Hawaii.
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G.M.A.T.
Graduate Management
Admission Test
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A four-meeting course:
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COUNCIL
TRAVEL
421-3473
312 Sutter Street
San Francisco Co 94108

Saturdays

May 19 and May 26 and June 9 and June 16, 1984;
9 a.m.-1 p.m. each day
San Jose State University
Office of Continuing Education
Call (408) 277-2182 for information
$115 fee includes all materials
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NCAAs next for red-hot golfers

Martin the Spartan

Dean Fortunati
THESE HAPPEN \I
TO BE MY
GUCCIS
THEYRE TO,S5/
AROuN DI

By Paul Lloret
Having captured its seventh PCAA title last Tuesday,
SJSU’s men’s golf team prepares for the NCAA Championships, May 23-26 at the Bear Creek Country Club in
Houston, Texas.
The Spartans were led by medalist Larry Silveira (6867-70-205, II under par) as they finished with a three-

Golf
round score of 1050, 30 under par and 12 strokes ahead of
second-place UOP.
Coach Jerry Vroom said that he wasn’t overly surprised about winning the tournament considering how
well his team has played over the past two months.
"I was more concerned about playing on Fresno’s
home course, because playing on your home course in golf
is more of an advantage than in any other sport," Vroom
said. "But we’ve been playing well and I felt we could
overcome that."
SJSU will be facing a tough field at the NCAA’s which
will include defending champion Oklahoma State, the
University of Houston (which has won 14 NCAA championships), Oklahoma, Florida, Southern California,
UCLA, and Brigham Young, which was ranked numberone throughout most of the season.
However, the likes of those schools isn’t bothering the
Spartan golfers or Vroom. "There’s a reinforced confidence I’ve been gaining with this team," Vroom said. "I
wish it ( the NCAAs) was this week, because they’re ( the
Spartans) sky high."
The Spartan golfers will have to guard against a letdown during the 242 -week layoff before the tournament.
"I don’t expect them to lose their momentum, but we
have to practice to keep sharp. Right now they are in good
condition both mentally and physically."
Vroom said the relatively new Bear Creek course is a
ore difficult course than the Belmont Country Club
ourse the Spartans played on in Fresno, but he believes
is team can make the adjustment."Our people have the
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SJSU freshman Larry Silveira.
potential to handle the difficult courses," Vroom said.
He mentioned that the weather may give the Spartans
more difficulty than the course, because the southern
states are extremely hot and humid at this time of year.
"We’re not accustomed to that," Vroom said, "but
we’ll be there three days prior to the tournament to acclimatize ourselves to the weather.’
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SPARTAGUIDE
The South Bay Area Health Education Center and
SU Nursing Department will have a Minority Sumer Prenursing Enrichment Program at 9 a.m. July 9
the SJSU Nursing Department. For more information
all Chris Sherrer at 275-89031.

The SJSU Rainbow Committee will hold a wine and
cheese reception from 5 to 7 p.m. today in the Faculty
Lounge. For more information call Carmen at 998-8656.

The Women’s Center will show "Women of the Inner
ty," a film about women in San Francisco’s tenderloin
istrict at noon today in the S.U. Almaden Room.

Pi Sigma Alpha wil hold elections at 2 p.m. today in
the S.U. Pacheco Room. For more information call
Adrian Randolph at 977-1116.

The Pre Med Club will hold elections at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow in Duncan Hall Room 249. For more information call Rita Swencionis at 287-7720.

The SJSU Folk Dancers will hold a dance from 8
p.m. to midnight tomorrow in the Women’s Gym. For
more information call Ed Webb at 287-6369.
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Dorm food sales may end Plans for Rec Center, pool
cont. from page 1
corn in West Hall when
his roommate brought
in his popcorn popper
from home, he said. So
he went out and spent
$75 on a popcorn machine, popcorn, butter
and lunch bags. Then he
posted some flyers and
he was in business.
He estimates that
he receives between 15
to 20 calls a night and
has sold about 500 bags.
Because Jordan is
so busy he limits his
service to just West
Hall. "If I took orders
from all the dorms, I
would be too busy," he
said.
Although he has
made over $200, his
business will end after
this semester because
he is returning to Sacramento. He suggests that

someone else take over
the business because
it’s a good way to make
some extra money.
Another
business
venture in West Hall is
Dormunchies, started
by Mona Lee, a junior
marketing major, and
Tom Shalvarjian, a
sophomore advertising
major.
Dormunchies
is
about four weeks old.
Lee and Shalvarjian sell
and deliver canned
sodas, including Coke,
Pepsi and Seven-Up, for
35 cents; candy such as
M&M’s, Snickers and
Milky Ways for 35
cents; and chips such as
Doritos and Ruffles,
$1.20 for large bags and
25 cents for small bags.
The dorm vending
machines charge 45
cents for canned sodas

under review by SUBOD

they are now open only
on Monday and Wednesday, Lee said.
Since it’s the end of
the semester, Dormunchies is having a liquidation sale to get rid of
the remaining supply.
and Lee said she doesn’t
know if they are going
to do it next semester.
"It really takes up a
lot of time," Lee said.
"It takes away from our
studying time and it’s a
hassle storing the stuff
in the dorm rooms."
Bonnie Dyson, a junior marketing major,
said she likes the services and thinks the
prices are reasonable.
"I enjoy the services. I think it’s a good
idea and should be continued in the future,"
said Colin Web, a junior
political science major.

and candy bars. Supermarkets charge 91 59
for a large bag of chips
and 35 cents for a small
bag.
The two entrepreneurs bought in bulk
from the Frito Lay company, took advantage of
sales in stores and used
coupons to get their
products.
They started Dormunchies
to
make
money to get through
school, but it hasn’t
been as profitable as
they expected. Lee said.
Their initial investment
was $200 and Lee estimates that they made
about 30 cents on the
dollar.
Lee and Shalvarjian were selling their
goodies
on
Sunday
through Thursday from
8 p.m to midnight but

continued from page 1
Angeles Olympic Committee.
Before accepting the
donation, Barrett said,
"We need to investigate all
the various aspects of it
fully." SUBOD will probably meet during the summer to discuss the needs,
he added.
If the board accepts
the pool, realistic needs
have to be met. There is
the possiblity of putting a
smaller pool in the Rec
Center
or
eliminating
plans for an acquatic center if the donation is approved, Barrett said.
"If we don’t say
whether we want it soon,
they’ll (the Olympic Committee) go to someone
else," he added.
According to Barrett,
SJSU was chosen for the

Ron Barrett
donation
because
the
Olympic Committee President Peter Ueberroth and
the Aquatics Commissioner Jay Flood are
alumni of the university.
The aluminum pool, located at the University of
Southern California, is

used by the athletes to
warm-up in.
Lee Walton,
SJSU
Human Performance professor, estimates the cost
for transporting the pool to
be $200,000. Installation
costs would be about 8500,000, he said.
The plans for the Rec
Center have been a controversal issue for about three
years. The idea for such a
facility was first introduced in 1981 by then Associated Students President
Tony Robinson.
In the March 1962 Associated Students election,
students approved the Rec
Center initiative stating
the cost of the facility and
the cost of the student fee
increase.
But Larry Dougherty,
A.S. vice president and cocoordinator of "The Stop

the wRECk Committee,"
said he felt the cost of the
facility was miscalculated
and the plans were poorly
conceived on the initiative.
Dougherty and his
committee petitioned to
put a referendum in the
March 1984 A.S. general
elections which would
allow students to vote on
the Rec Center issue again.
Students voted 1,895 to
1,577 in favor of the referendum to terminate the
Rec Center construction
plans.
summer
SUBOD’s
plans for the facility have
been made in response to
this recent student vote. If
the plans are approved by
the students next fall, the
construction of the LOT
Center will begin in 1986
and be completed in 1988,
Barrett said.

Talent show spices up dinner in dorms
By Dan Koga
The Dining Commons
was provided with a dinner
show Tuesday to provide
dormitory residents with
something different to eat
dinner by, according to
Ron Ellis, one of its coordinators.
The talent show titled,
"Decent Exposure," was
made up entirely of students living in the SJSU
residence halls for residence hall students.
"Something like this
hasn’t happened in the
three years I’ve been
here," said Ellis, a senior
majoring in math and computer science. "We want to
make it an annual event."
Presented by the Inter-

Dorm Association and put
together by a committee of
six residents, the show
drew an audience of about
300 people who were extremely kind to the performers by providing them
with
good-hearted applause.
Put together with a
mere $90, which paid for
the emcee and some of the
prizes that were raffled off
to the audience or given to
the talent show winners, it
was a good show considering the bickering over
money on campus these
days.
SJSU student and comedian Sean O’Kane emceed the show throwing in
some punchlines in-be-

tween acts. Twelve acts
competed for first, second
and third place prizes in
addition to the chance to
perform for their peers.
Made up of singing, dancing and a little acting, the
show was not quite Las
Vegas bound but it did
show that there is some talent hidden on campus.

The winner of the talent show, judged by residence hall directors, was
the dramatic acting scene
by Sudanya Kirk who
walked away with the $50
first prize. Second prize,
dinner at a local restaurant, was won by Jackie
Burress who showed that
she could sing up a storm.

As emcee O’Kane said
in his monologue, these are
people who didn’t appear
on "Star Search," but who
appeared on "In Search
Of." No matter where they
appeared, or in most cases
didn’t appear, the gutsy
performers gave the audience and their usually boring dinners a little pizzaz.
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The last hurrah for SJSU’s Entertainer?
Just a short final column:
First mention goes to next semester’s editor of the
Entertainer, Nick Gillis. Congratulations Nick, I hope
you have as much fun as I did.
This is the final issue of the Entertainer, at least for
this semester. 1 hope you’ve enjoyed the variety of the

Looking back on the semester, I fondly remember
bullshitting with George Thorogood and Fee Waybill at
the BAMMIES. But I think my most memorable moments were spent up in the Spartan Daily newsroom.
Therefore I want to take this time ( and space) to thank
and congratulate all the reporters and editors of the

Daily. Hey, we made it through the semester!
Anyway, special thanks to W.W.B. and Jenny for
their assistance), Colleen and Bonnie ( for their patience). the contributing writers ( Yo! ), BAE, Agile
Youth, Gibson, and mostly, the readers.
Sorry for the mush. Have an entertaining summer

Course of time reveals real stars
Eric Hermstad
Entertainer Editor

stories. I also hope you haven’t agreed wim everything
written, because that sure would make the or Entertainer boring.
If you don’t agree with something next semester, or
would like to see something changed, send a letter to the
editor. Don’t be apathetic.
Really! If you want to see more or less of something, don’t just bitch loudly to your friends over chips
and beer in the Pub, tell someone who can do something
about it. We need your input to make our paper better.
In this issue, there’s an assortment of summer preview items for your enjoyment. There’re also the usual
film, theater, and album reviews.
But, there are also some things that deserve special
mention. For instance, this weekend’s Blues Festival
Friday, Ron Thompson & The Resistors start the action
in the Student Union Amplitheater from noon tolp.m.
Saturday is the Fourth Annual Blues Festival, with
talent including Clarence "Gatemouth" Brown, Robert
Cray Band, Maxine Howard, and The Chris Caine Band.
The festivities start at 1p.m. at the Fountain Area.
AND NOW FOR SOMETHING COMPLETELY
DIFFERENT: Monty Python’s Flying Circus, undoubtably the most popular British comedy group ever to invade the United States, is soon starring in the release of
"The Life of Python."
The book traces the history of the inventors of such
characters as Mr. Sillywalks, The Bruces, the Gumbies,
Carl Gruber, and of course, "The Knights who say Ni."
The book also includes a complete "Pythonography" of
their material.
Perhaps "The Sex Lives of College Students" is
more your cup of tea. I suppose I don’t need to explain
what this book is about. However, it is billed as being
"both entertaining and informative." Hmmmm.
Frustrated drivers may enjoy the Auto Cross at De
Anza College on May 20. Drivers can test the ability of
both themselves and their cars. Spectators can cheer
and jeer for free. Call 996-4768f or details.
As suddenly as the Entertainer duties hit me, they
are departing.

Boston where are you now?
Can anyone still recall the five-piece band from the
city of the same name, and the way it took the rock industry by storm back in 1976? What has happened to the
group since?
After the release of "Boston," the group rode the
wave of success for two years before releasing the
smash, "Don’t Look Back," giving the band back-toback platinum releases and legendary status.
Although several of the band’s tunes can still be
heard frequenting the airwaves, it is obvious that Boston’s impact, as well as interest for the band, has faded.
The reason for the huge gap is anybody’s guess.
There have been rumors of contract hassles, the band’s
lack of creativity and general laziness.
The real reason? Only the group’s hairdresser
knows for sure.
One thing is certain, however. After such a long period of idleness, the band is facing severe pressures, and
may have lost its once-devoted fans.
Although Boston isn’t the only band with consistency problems, its tale certainly makes for a good example.
Groups who hit it big with their debut releases, it
seems, are the ones who stand the most to lose. With instant success and noteriety, they place themselves
against a wall.
If the follow-up album is a flop’ as is often the case
a band member’s trademark becomes a "flash-in the-pan" artist. But, even after two or three consecutive
smash LPs, there are no guarantees in the music business. The list of has-beens seems endless.
Elton Johns and Peter Framptons, after once bring
ing the music world to its knees, virtually disappear into
the background of the business.
The reasons for this dilemma could be many.
One probability, rarely attributed to a sudden down-
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Nick Gillis
Entertainer Editor, Fall ’84

the big time, they slow down to smell the roses, rather
than persisting with the same vigor that got them there.
After all, we all saw what happened to Rocky Balboa
against Clubber in brawl number one last year.
Failing to adapt to new: musical trends can also be a
problem. Beating the same ol’ drum for 10 years can get
mighty boring, and many fans will take their interests
(and money ! elsewhere.
Still others suffer because of poor management or a
weakness in the business side of rock n’ roll. Like they
say, it’s a dog-eat-dog world out there. If you can’t bite
back, you’re gone.
Some of the bands which have consistently shown
improvement
even after being established are
Genesis, the Police, the Stones and, of course, Michael
Awright! Jackson.
Fortunately, these musicians refuse to sit on their
riches, but continue to strive for perfection. Consequently, they rise to a higher plateau of success and
wealth, and deservedly so.

American’s dabble in pseudo-punk only
By Tim Goodman
There’s something very confusing about the music
business. Maybe it’s a conspiracy or just a regular information foul-up. But somewhere, somehow, something
went wrong.
For instance, after listening to British punk rock on
the radio, throngs of pubescent young Americans have

Commentary

minimum 2 people, expires May 24, 1984

fall, is that many band members play for severrii years
together while sweating it out with club and dance appearances By the time they’re recognized and signed to
a label, they generally have a number of good tunes
down to make for a solid first LP. But after that, many
groups run out of steam and talent.
Another premise is that once these guys finally hit

taken to the stage and are also calling themselves
punks.
Can you believe that? The notion is quite puzzling,
considering that punk rock cannot exist, in its pure
form, on this side of the ocean. Someone should tell
those poor mistaken souls they are going about this all
wrong.
They look like they’re trying very hard to be good,
or bad, as the case may be, but they don’t understand
that to be calling oneself a punk is not good enough One
actually has to be a punk.
It’s like this: punk rock originated in England when
young boys and girls living in the slums became fed up
with British politics and the lack of jobs. They were sick
of being poor and out of work and having no say about
anything that affected them. So they decided to send a
message, not only to Margaret Thatcher and her cronies, but to the world at large.
They did this through music usually devoid of any
talent, but filled with anger and vile
the two things
they felt most.
Also, they become personal messages by way of
their appearance
usually technicolored and somewhat pointy. Anyway, the thing to remember is that social and political problems were the catalysts behind
their actions

Now, back in the States, we find young Americans
who are Ritchie Rich clones, but who don’t have the
same social and political problems that the Brits do
And they probably wouldn’t recognize that fact anyway,
if those problems were tossed in front of their collective
faces.
If only they knew how wrong and how foolish they
were, maybe they would stop. That would be a nice
thing, indeed.
But those trendy little boys and girls keep right on
pretending. This at least shows they have thedesire to be
punks.
Maybe there should be a course of action for these
people. Now, that’s a novel idea.
How about sending them down to the slums for three
or four months? Oh, yes, that sounds like a splendid
idea. Then they would automatically lose all possibility
of employment and, since their parents would be in the
same boat, no one would bail them out.
But this would require the psuedo-punks to come out
of their ivory towers and toil in the sewers. And they
enjoy dreamland, !t seems, much more than reality.

Entertainer

Editor
Eric Hermstad
Special Sections Manager Chuck Deckert

cover
Summer
as captured by Daily artists
Basilio Amaro, Jim Bricker, Nancy Chan,
Dean Fortunati, and Shelia Neal.
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Flesh filled film flaunts formidable flaws
By Warren Bates, Mark Freeman,
Eric Hermstad, and Joe Roderick
Although the reviewers showed up
halfway through the film, enough of the
movie was seen to be judged. The following review was compiled from individual
reports and opinions, so inconsistencies
may prevail this sort of thing happens
when four guys go to a drive-in armed only
with lawn chairs and beer.
When prurient passions prevail in
young California beach inhabitants, some
pretty strange situations arise. If a movie
is made about it, you end up with a low budget, R-rated "Caligula."
"Hardbodies" is a rather inappropriate name for this new film. "Firmbodies" or "Semi -Clad Young ’Actors’ Spewing Pathetic Dialogue" would fit this
picture better.
The ultra -basic plot of this teen sexploitation film is pretty simple. Three
middle-aged and successful men move to
the beach to pick up young sexy girls.
However, these perverted granola -heads
aren’t exactly a hit with the females.
They meet ladies’ man Scotty Palmer.
who strikes a deal to live in their beach

house in exchange for teaching them hov.
to "dialogue" the local talent.
And dialogue it is, if one considers
fragments unbecoming a canary with a
lisp, as meaningful verbal exchanges.
In one of the more poignant scenes.
one of the protagonists emphatically exclaims to his counterpart. "You’re an
asshole." Said party responds brilliantly
with, "I’m an asshole? I’m an asshole?"
(Repeat four times). "You’re an
asshole!" (Repeat another four times).
Something else equally senseless happens, but it’s too hard to remember what
because the screen has now become a
blur. A few beers and some atrocious dialogue is enough to bring tears to anybody’s
eyes, and urine to anyone’s bladder.

The film turns into your basic Frankie
and Annette at the beach, except these
kids have more on their minds than surfing and peanut butter, and less on their
bodies than what kids put on their Barbie
Dolls when mom isn’t looking.
Unfortunately, when you’re in the
back of a ’71 Ford on a less than tepidly
temperatw-ed night, you can’t afford to
partake in the summerlike antics of those
lucky enough to frolick in this fiasco.
But even after a few Heidelbergs (almost tastes as good as Meister Brau but
costs less), one realizes the intent of the
film.
Producers Jeff Begun and Ken Dalton

add a disclaimer in the advertisements
stating that "Hardbodies" has no redeeming social value whatsoever. They
have, however, overlooked some truly integral aspects from which we can all
learn.
One: Don’t ever consider letting your
children spend a summer at a Southern
California beach resort
Two: Most cars at drive-in movies
have poor shock absorbers. Or, don’t let
your daughters go to drive-in movies without high moral standards.
Three: The credits are always the
best part of Begun-Dalton movies.
Four: Some film reviewers will endure anything for a story ( and a laugh)

skho
cheesecakes,
Aspiring
would probably rather not be
named, show off their muscle
tone for a "Hardbodies" promo

shot. The movie received two
stars from the San Jose Mercury -News
that’s two
stars
too many.

In yet another scene, one of the concubinal young ladies is pouring her heart out
to a girlfriend about why she wants to
break off with her boyfriend. We finally
learn the real truth behind this
relationship. "He makes me sow() mad,"
she reveals, slamming her teddy on the
bed. Fortunately, this wasn’t all she revealed.

’Stone Boy’ opens up
a myriad of emotions
By Carl Miller
"The Stone Boy" is an
emotionally gripping tale
of a mid-western family
trying to recover from the
accidental shooting of a
family member.
The movie is simple in
plot, but within the simplicity of the story is unveiled a
myriad of human experiences and emotions.
The movie centers
arounds the youngest family member, a boy named
Arnold, who accidentally
;hoots his older brother
with a shotgun on the way
to a duck -hunting trip.
After the shots were
fired, Arnold is rendered
emotionally empty, and
stares at his brother and
then wanders aimlessly,
instead of going for help.

Arnold remains in his
and
emotional
cage,
doesn’t shed a tear at the
funeral
The question of how
you would respond in the
same situation is immediately brought to mind
while viewing the movie.
You can’t help but have
sympathy for a boy whose
grief is so strong that it
can’t be released.
Arnold’s father, played
by Robert Duvall, failed to
trapped
recognize
the
inner pain the boy felt, and
saw only the outward emotionless face of a boy who
shot his brother. "You’d
think tears were gold and
he was a miser," Arnold’s
father said.
That statement best
represents what the movie
was about.

Jason Presson as Arthur, the young boy who
accidentally shoots his older brother.

"The Stone Boy" addresses the proposition
that people suffer differently and because someone
can’t show outward suffering, it doesn’t mean that
within they don’t have the
capacity to feel.
"The Stone Boy" was a
refreshing movie because
no special effects were
used. The movie depended
on the performances of the
individual actors, and all of
the characters were developed almost equally.
Jason Presson, who
played the part of Arnold,
was very mature for a
young actor. He probably
spoke less than 40 words in
the entire movie, but the
part he played obviously
demanded more expression than words.

THE MUSIC OF COLE PORTER

Robert Duvall was
convincing in his role as
the the farmer father of a
confused boy. Within his
perceptively narrow role,
he showed both a high and
low range of emotions.
The rural farm setting
helped the theme of the
movie because it was simple, and viewer won’t he
distracted by a city 5ettibg
It is easier to focus in on
the acting.
The movie uses sym
holism throughout, which
helps to tie the story together, and end it in a neat,
complete way.
"The Stone Boy" is
recommended for anyone
who is tired of murdermysteries, high-tech space
adventures, or the revenge -getting -macho-cop
movies.

May 13 ( Mother’s Day) 5pm
$12.00
$10.00
$8.00
$1.00 off all tickets for students
and senior citizens
MasterCard or Visa accepted Tickets available at Flint Center
(408)27-9555 or 14081996-4816, San Jose Hoz Office and other maim outlets
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A peek at summer’s films
By Joe Roderick
The movie industry has produced its share of stinkers since January. Films like The Lonely Guy," "Police Academy" and "Friday the 13th, The Final Chapter" come to minfl.
The sad thing, though, is that people have attended
these movies by the carloads. "Police," for instance,
was a total bomb, but it reaped big bucks.
Will we see a change in the next three or four
months? The prospects look good. Here’s a preview of
the upcoming movies.
-Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom"
The fabled Indiana Jones ( Harrison Ford) is back in
the much -anticipated sequel to "Raiders of the Lost
Ark." Tickets for "Indiana Jones" have been on sale for
months. No movie has received as much advance billing
since word leaked out that "Star Wars" would have a sequel.
Although "Indiana Jones" will reap mega -bucks at
the box office, it remains to be seen if the movie can
match "Raiders," which received an Academy Award
nomination.
Another movie with Academy Award possibilities.
"The Bounty" stars one of the hottest stars in the
business, Mel Gibson, who plays the role of Fletcher
Christian.
If you haven’t heard already, "The Bounty," is the
latest remake of the legendary "Mutiny on the Bounty."
But in this version, the ruthless Captain Bligh (Anthony Hopkins) has mellowed considerably. And life on
the Bounty isn’t as bleak as it once was.
And this time around, Christian isn’t the good-guy
hero he once was. In fact, Christian has as much to do
with causing the mutiny as Bligh does
This appears to be another good performance by
Gibson, who has starred in successes like "Gallipoli,"
"Mad Max," "The Road Warrior- and "The Year of
Living Dangerously.’’
Robert Redford returns to the screen after a fouryear hiatus. He plays Roy Hobbs. who endures a topsyturvy major league baseball career.
This role is indeed a natural for Redford, who
played baseball in high school and is known for his athletic ability
Robert Duvall adds another notch to his acting talents by playing Max Mercy, a sports columnist. Duvall
recently won best actor at the Academy Awards for his
part in "Tender Mercies."
Glenn Close, an Academy Award nominee this year,
portrays Iris, Roy’s lover.
"The Falcon and the Snowman"
This movie reunites a couple of the more popular
young actors in the industry, Timothy Hutton and Sean
Penn, both of whom starred in "Taps."
But it was Penn’s role as Jeff Spiccoli in "Fast
Times at Ridgemont High" that vaulted him to semi fame. He recently starred in "Running With the Moon,"
but turned in a lukewarm effort.
Hutton also has turned in a good performance as the

misunderstood son in "Ordinary People." Hutton,
though, hasn’t done much in the last couple of years.
"The Purple Rose of Cairo"
Woody Allen is back, writing and directing "The
Purple Rose." And once again, Mia Farrow stars in an
Allen movie.
This is Allen’s second movie in less then a year. He
wrote and directed "Broadway Danny Rose," which
proved to be a comeback of sorts for Allen.
Although "Broadway Danny" was a success, it
doesn’t come close to Allen’s earlier efforts like "Play It
Again Sam," "Take The Money And Run" and
"Sleeper."
"The Purple Rose," which also stars Jeff Daniels
("Term of Endearment"), probably will be good. but
not as good as Allen’s aforementioned movies
Inevitably, there will also be a few movies destined
for the "bomb" category.
"Purple Hearts"
This "action -filled drama" stars Cheryl Ladd and
Ken Wahl.
You may remember Ladd, the chesty blonde in the
defunct "Charlie’s Angels." So how did little Cheryl
land a starring role? Well, maybe her husband Alan,
whose company released the film, had some pull.
Another thing you might be wondering who in the
world is Ken Wahl?
These little unknown tidbits lead me to believe the
critics will be heartless when they crucify "Purple
Hearts" in their reviews.
"The Buddy System"
Stars Richard Dreyfuss, Susan Sarandon, Nancy
Allen and Jean Stapleton.
"The Buddy System" centers around the life of Joe
Denniston ( Dreyfuss I, an aspiring novelist and amateur
inventor. But Joe also has problems with a self-centered
girlfriend ( Allen).
Meanwhile, Emily (Sarandon) is coping with raising a bratty son on her own while dealing with an overbearing mother (Stapleton).
As you’ve probably guessed, Joe and Emily find
each other and everything turns out all right in the end.
This sounds a little too cliche to me.
"The Woman in Red"
This one stars Gene Wilder, Gilda Radner and
Charles Grodin.
Some people like Wilder’s type of humor. I’m not
one of them.
Radner hasn’t been the same since she left the original cast of "Saturday Night Live."
This is Wilder and Radner’s second movie together
Last year they starred in the unforgetable "Hanky
Pa nky."
"The Terminator"
Still reeling from the scathing reviews of "Conan
The Barbarian," Arnold Schwarznegger is back for
more abuse by media critics.
Somebody should tell Arnie he isn’t cut out for the
movies. Let me pump some iron for about a couple of de-

"The Bounty" features Mel Gibson in one of
this summer’s more promising movies
cades and I’ll think about it.
"The Terminator" is deemed a "futuristic action
film." Future? By the time the reviewers have their
say, this movie will be history.
"Sixteen Candles"
This movie was shown in a special preview back in
March. I didn’t think much of it then, and I don’t think
much of it now. But "Sixteen" has receive several favorable reviews.
"Sixteen" is about a girl, Samantha Baker ( Molly
Ringwald), who has just turned 16. She’s in love with the
hunk of the school, Jake Ryan (Michael Schoeffling (.
But Ted ( Anthony Michael Hall), a freshman, has a
crush on Samantha.
It’s the type of movie suited for the high school
crowd.
"The Return of the Dead"
No summer is complete without a low -budget flick
about moss-covered bodies rising from the grave to terrorize some town.
"The Return" is directed by a guy named Dan
O’Bannon, who will remain unknown long after this one
is dead and buried.
"Beat Street"
Just what we need, another movie about break
dancing.
I don’t know about you, but I’ve seen and heard
enough about this fad.
"Beat Street," will be released in June. 1 bet you
just can’t wait.
"Breakin’ "
One movie about break dancing is bad enough two
movies is outlandish.

Regional happenings, through May and beyond

GILBERT & SULLIVAN SOCIETY OF SAN JOSE,
Montgomery Theater, W San Carlos at Market, San
"Pirates of Penzance, or The Slave of Duty,"
Jose
Friday’s and Saturday’s May 12-26 at 8 p.m., Sunday
matinee May 13 and 20 at 2:30 p.m., Thursday May 24 at
8 p.m. Call Kathy Wyland at 265-7504.
UNIVERSITY OF SANTA CLARA, Theatre Santa
Clara "Veronica’s Room," June 28-30 and July 5-7 at 8
p.m. A 7 p.m performance will be held July 1 and a 2
p.m performance, July 7 "Frankenstein," July 12-14
and July 19-21 at 8 p.m There will be a 7 p.m. performance July 15 and one at 2 p.m. on July 21. "The Hound
of the Baskervilles." July 26-28 and August 2-4 at 8 p.m.
Other performances are scheduled for 7 p.m. on July 29
and 2 p.m. on August 4. Call John McLain at 984-4545.
CITY LIGHTS PERFORMANCE GROUP, 383 S.
First St.. San Jose "Gas" opens May 11 and will be
performed Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays at 8 p.m.
and Sundays at 7 p m. until June 3 Call Barbara Cervantes-Gautschi at 295-5190
SAN JOSE OPERA THEATRE, SJSU Music Department Concert Hall on 7th St., San Jose Auditions
for singers for "The Magic Flute" on May 20 from 1

pm . -5 p.m., July 23 from 3:30 p.m. -6 p.m. and 7 n m -in
p.m. Call James Lawrence Hancock at 288-8882
SAN JOSE OPERA THEATRE, Montgomery
Theatre on Market St at San Carlos, San Jose "Die
Fledermaus," June 9 and 16 at 8 p.m., and June 10 and
17 at 2 p.m. Call 288-8882.
THE MERRILL LYNCH GRAND PERFORMANCE, San Jose Repertory Company, San Jose Center for Performing Arts, San Jose
William Shakespeare’s "The Tempest." May 17-20. Call David A
DeLong at 294-7572.
SAN JOSE REPERTORY THEATRE, Eulipia restaurant, 372S. First St., San Jose "In And Out of Love
Again," June 1-13. Friday and Saturday at 11 p.m., early
show Saturday at 9 p.m. Call 294-7572.
THEATRE WORKS, 1305 Middlefield Rd., Palo Alto
In May: "Wilderness" and "RSVP Deadline 15th Anniversary Gala." In June: "Ftazzle." In July- "Cats play" and "Razzle." In August: "Eubie" and "Cats play." For details call 329-2623.
ONE ACT THEATRE COMPANY, 430 Mason St.,
San Francisco Two new one-acts: "Three More Sleepless Nights" and "Last Call At Paradise Tavern," May

18, playing every Thursday, Friday and Saturday at 8
p.m. and Sunday at 7:30 p.m. through June 23. Call 4216162.
BERKELEY SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL, Outdoor Amphitheatre in Berkeley’s John Hinkel Park
"Othello," July 11 -September 23. "The Merchant of
Venice," premieres July 25 and 26 and runs through September 20. "Love’s Labor’s Lost," opens August 22 and
23 and runs through September 23. All performances on
Wednesday and Thursday at 7 p.m. Call 548-3422.
SAN FRANCISCO REPERTORY, 4147 19th St., San
Francisco "Measure for Measure" by William Shakespeare, May 9-June 17 at 8 p.m. Thursday through Sunday; 2 p.m. matinees. Call 864-3305.
A.C.T. AMERICAN CONSERVATORY THEATRE,
Geary Theater, San Francisco "The Sleeping Prince"
runs through May 12 at n:30 p.m. Call 673-6440.
Also at A.C.T.
"The Dolly" runs through June 2,
Monday -Thursday at 8 p.m., Friday and Saturday at
8:30 p m., Wednesday matinees at 2 p.m., Saturday
matinees at 230 p.m. Call Kirsten Mickelwait at 7713880.
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Variety of musicians to appear in Bay Area
The following performers are scheduled for Bay
Area appearances within the next few months:
COW PALACE: Rush, Gary Moore (5/25& 5/26)
CONCORD PAVILION: John Denver (5/23), The
Moody Blues (5/25 & 5/26), Gordon Lightfoot (6/17),
Laura Branigan (8/10), Dionne Warwick & Lou Rawls
(8/25 & 8/26), America (9/2), The Everly Brothers
(9/11), Merle Haggard (9/20), Peter, Paul & Mary
(9/21), Rick Springfield (10/7), Sheena Easton (10/10),
Hank Williams Jr (10/17).
WOLFGANGS: Modern English (5/29), Dinosaurs
(6/1).
CIRCLE STAR THEATRE: Charlie Pride, Atlanta
(5/11), Temptations, Four Tops (5/18), Miles Davis
(6/2), Chuck Mangione (7/8), Smokey Robinson (7/13 &
7/14).
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SAN FRANCISCO CIVIC AUDITORIUM: Joe Jackson, Howard Jones (5/18).
WARFIELD THEATRE: Thomas Dolby, Modern
English (5/24), Manhattan Transfer (6/14 & 6/15), Simple Minds, China Crisis (6/18), Siouxsie And The
Banshees (7/4).
GREEK THEATRE: U.C. Berkeley Jazz Festival
line up: Earl Klugh, Betty Carter Trio, The Generation
Band with Victor Feldman, Tom Scott, and Robben
Ford (5/26). Stanley Clarke/George Duke Project, The
David Sanforn Band, Clarence "Gatemouth" Brown
(5/27).
Other performers at the Greek include: King Crimson (6/2), Huey Lewis And The News (6/8 & 6/9), David
Gilmour, Icicle Works (6/29), Julio Iglesias (7/21), Eurythmics (8/24), The Pretenders ( 8/31).

KABUKI THEATRE: Santana (5/19).
Also: The Chamber Orchestra of San Francisco is
performing one of Frank Zappa’s pieces entitled "Dupree’s Paradise"on 5/18 & 5/19. Zappa will also host a
discussion -presentation at the Palace of Fine Arts
Theatre for "Mo ’n Herb’s Vacation" on 5/20. "A Z,appa
Affair" will be staged on 6/15 & 6/16 at Zellerbach Auditorium in Berkeley, and on 6/20 at the San Jose Center
for the Performing Arts.
One of the top names in blues, B.13. King, comes to
the San Jose Center For Performing Arts on 6/17. For an
early treat, watch his PBS special on 6/13.
Also on PBS, namely KQED, is "Women in Rock"
on 5/15 at 10 p.m. The top female rock acts of the ’80s
will be profiled including Grace Slick, Pat Benatar. The
Go-Go’s, and Martha Davis of the Motels.
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Pates, Coffees and Teas,
Fresh Pastas, and Wines,

Unique Jewelry
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plus a full line of fine
foods from around
the world.
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Cupertino
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Rush rocks R.E.M. and Johnson tumble
Rush continues rocking fans with successful style
By Nick Gillis
Pressure? What pressure?
With nothing left to
prove, Canadian rockers
Rush have done it again.
"Grace Under Pressure," the band’s new release, is yet another superb
album following a long
string of others.
Since 1976, with the release of the cult classic
"2112," the band has gradually
progressed
with
multi -sound wizardry and
an idealistic lyrical approach.
With insightful tunes
about sociological pressures and political turmoil,
the
band’s
trademark
stands apart from most
others today, and deservedly so. With only three
musicians, the talent in
Rush could easily cause a
listener to mistake the
band for having twice that
many members after just

one listen.
The cut "Kid Gloves"
should receive plenty of
airplay attention. It’s a
catchy, upbeat tune about
the tribulations of peer
pressure and self-respect.
With it, Rush takes another
swipe at the misleading
images people carry.
A world of indifference.
Heads and hearts too full;
Careless of the consequence
Of constant push and pull.
Like most of their
tunes in recent years,
singer Geddy Lee displays
suave, almost hypnotic vocals.
Doing a 180-degree
turn from a hardcore approach in the ’70s, his
lighter, diversified tone
has played a major role in
lifting Rush among today’s
supergroups. When not
playing bass, he doubles as
the band’s keyboardist

Drummer Neil Pearl is
the band’s lyricist, and rarely helps with the song writing.
Alex
Lifeson,
who
writes with Lee, has all but
mastered the chores of
lead guitars and synthesizers. All three are in top
form here
With the exception of
their debut album 10 years
ago, the trio has played together on nine previous
studio albums, sandwiching a pair of double-live recordings.
Much of "Grace Under
Pressure"
follows
the
same ideals as last year’s
"Signals."
"Afterimage"
and
"Distant Early Warning"
are powerful cuts, successfully blending a creative
musical style with an important message. Both Lee
and Lifeson use synthesized foot pedals that contribute to the rich sound

Unlike other threepiece bands, Rush displays
a full, satisfying sound
with its efforts. Constantly
experimenting with new
sounds and musical approaches, it continues to
come up with a fresh set of
tracks each year to keep
listeners happy.
"Between the Wheels"
is a fitting end to the
album. It’s a further display of Peart’s strong lyrics, as the tune compares
life today to a helpless animal trapped on a roadway.
We can go from boom
to bust,
From dreams to a bowl of
dust.
We can fall from rockets’
red glare
Down to "Brother can you
spare."
Another war
another
waste land,
And another lost generation.

Originality lacking in Howard Johnson’s new album
By Greg Brooks
Howard Johnson is one
of the more listened -to performers, but like those
starring in American Express commercials, his
name is not instantly associated with his specialty
He seems to be trying
to remedy that situation on
his album, Doin’ It My
Way, by rising sounds and
lyrics that appeal to a
younger audience.
His vocal talents are
complimented by soothing
background vocals, although at times, Johnson is
almost drowned out
Every song on the
album is supplied, a la synthesizer, with a driving
beat, horns, and sometimes a drum solo.
The songs, "Let’s Take
Time Out," and "Let This

Dream Be Real," for ex ample, are almost identical in tempo, and are the
hottest songs on the album.
They stand out because
they exhibit more intensity
and originality, without
being as repetitive as the
other songs.
After these two, the
originality of the album
falls flat and every song
sounds cloned to the next.
"Missing You," "Much
Too Much," "Jump Into
Fire," and "Doin It My
Way" not only sound strikingly similar to each other,
but also to many other "average" songs played on the
radio.
Johnson has tried to
differentiate himself from
the many other artists by
adoing the synthisizer and
other devices appealing to
younger crowds. However.

FRENCH
RESTAURANT -’%
"A touch of class in
downtown San Jose"

Open Mother’s Day
119 N. Market Street at &seta Clara St.
San Jose (408) 298-0701
Rexervat tons Recommended
50 Feet From Public Parking Garage
10% OFF WITH THIS AD, UNTIL 5-31-84

Johnson actually sounds
more like "the crowd" now
than ever before
The problem is that he
is delving into an aspect of
"black" music already
dominated by many artists
who have been using synthesizers for years.
Consequently, Johnson
has merged with other artists who depend heavily on
the synthesizer and the use
of repetitive short phrases.
For instance, the song, "
Doin it My Way," says just
that for over three-quarters of the song.
Except for the brief
verse, "I’ve always played
by the rules, now I’m taking advantage of it alI/Doin’ it my way, got the
world by the tail," the song
is dominated by the
phrase, "Doin’ it My
Way." He compensates for
the repetitiveness to a degree with his spontaneous
bursts of vocal energy.

This album was made
for dancing, obviously, and
the quality of the lyrics in
dance music is not all that
important. But Johnson
managed to add a few subliminal-type voice-overs in
"Let’s Take Time Out,"
along with the pounding
beat.
His emphasis was
more on easy listening
rather than on dance
music, and his music was
played almost exclusively
on KBLX, which addresses
an older, contemporary
audience.
jazz-oriented
KSOL, a station catering to
a younger, dance-oriented
audience, now plays his
music extensively.
This is the album for
you if you want music that
makes you want to dance
or do aerobics, but don’t
expect the variety of
sounds and changing tempos found in Johnson’s last
album

kinkois copies
the electronic printshop

QUALITY KODAK COPIES
of your THESIS, RESUMES, and more!
on our 100 Colton Bond or other fine papers.
Binding & Gold Stamping Available.

OPEN SATURDAYS TOO!

PASSPORT PHOTOS
481 E. San Carlos

93 Paseo do Sari Antonio’

2 95-5 51 1

(at 3rd St.) 295-4336

R.E.M. induces sleep
By Tim Goodman
Skeptical.
That’s what you’ll be
after listening to the new
album by R.E.M.
"Reckoning" is the latest effort from the Athens,
Ga band that took all kinds
of critical awards for its
first effort, "Murmur."
But something’s wrong
here
something quite
strange and almost Twilight Zone-ish.
Hordes of entertainment magazines, most notably Rolling Stone, proclaimed R.E.M. the best
thing since oxygen. Radio
stations like KQAK often
introduced R.E.M. songs
with glowing accolades,
and soon word was out that
this band was the next big
thing.
Then came "Reckoning" and more of the
above. But wait just a minute. Strip away all the rhetoric and just listen to both
of those albums and what
you’ll hear is some very
nice musical work, but
overall mediocrity.
Face it
we’ve been
duped.
This band has really
pulled the wool over a lot of
eyes. It’s just not that
good. Actually, it’s quite
boring, and buying this
album is a definite waste of
hard-earned greenbacks.
This whole scheme the
band worked up is quite
good. It probably went
something like this: four
guys from Athens get together and decide to meet
down at the local record
store. They go in and buy

some Bob Dylan albums
and also grab a few "new
wave" albums for good
measure.
They make ol’ Bob a
deity and decide to form a
band that sounds like him
with a new -wave tinge.
The lead singer puts a few
wads of Red Man chewing
tobacco in his mouth and
starts to mumble. He does,
however, make the chorus
nice and clear. They put it
all down on wax, and the
critics go crazy.
Well, maybe it didn’t
happen like that. But it was
probably similar.
Any
band that can approach
stardom with a lead singer
who mumbles more syllables than Elmer Fudd has
got to be questioned.
With the lyrics incomprehensible,
and
not
printed on the inner sleeve,
the songs themselves become useless. There’s no
story to follow and there’s
no meaning.
So there’s no use trying
to review the songs. Well,
actually the band sounds
all right, with nice instrumentals and an average
beat. However, incomprehensible words aside, one
gets the feeling that
R.E.M. is only a country
band on speed.
If you can acquire the
album without spending
money, don’t turn it down.
But, if you actually have to
use those clams, buy a Bob
Dylan album instead.
He’s not the best by
any means, but at least he
didn’t trick his way to the
top.
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Chinese & Mongolian Cuisine
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371-5015
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free dessert...
and coffee...

mushrooms, fusion salad, assorted quiche,
classic lasagna, stir-fry fusion, sandwiches
on homemade rolls...

QUEEN FOR A DAY, MAY 1.3th
SPECIALS
CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH
Leg of Lamb w/Bakeill Potato, Fresh Vegetables
Soupor Mod $8 95

ALL YOU CAN
EAT
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HAPPY HOUR 5-7, Hot & Cold
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BeerMine
a
and featuring: Large Seafood Selection
Eastern Prime Rib, Steaks
and Award Winning Salad Bar
side attractions: Live Entertainment
Free Popcorn
Private Booths
246-6136
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Melodrama is fun for all
By Angela Stanford
Want to take a trip back to the late 1800s?
Well, saddle up your horse and mosey on down to
The Opry House in the Almaden Valley for the bawdy
comedy melodrama, "Calamity At Whiskey Bar," starring the Barbary Coast Players.
The play’s setting is Whiskey Bar, California, 1868
- when life was tough, men were rough and the women
were more than enough to satisfy their men.
The action of this three-act melodrama takes place
in Tillie Hollers’ Chi he hollers) Hotel and Saloon. It is
the story of Faith Reins, played by Hannah Feeley, who
comes to Whiskey Bar to hear the reading of her late father’s (old Leather Reins) last will and testament.
The arrival of Reins, a sophisticated socialite, and
her fiancee, Will Dogood, played by Ross Bausone,
causes quite a bit of ruckus in Hollers’ saloon.
Hollers, played by Judie Forster, is an overly voluptuous saloon-keeper and madame who lusts after Harry
Slyme the banker, played by Martin Bones.
As you might have guessed by his name, Slyme is
the villian of this melodrama. He has been dipping into
old Reins’ fortune, unaware of the existence of the will.
Trying to keep the money for himself, Slyme uses
every method possible, including murder.
But of course, as in any melodrama, if there is a vilIlan, then there has to be a hero. In this production, the
hero is a tomboy called Calamity Jean, played by Donna
Long.
Other players making this production a success are

Ida Cleavage, played by Carole Stuart. Cleavage is a
singer and saloon girl who, in the beginning, has the hots
for John Wilkes Boot, a gay actor occupying one of the
rooms in Hollers’ hotel.
Bruce Berry, who plays Boot, also doubles as Sheriff Dick Copper. Copper, who has trouble getting his
name straight, falls for Cleavage.
There is also Judge Carsick, played by Tony Tomano -an old skirt -chaser and drunk.
"Calamity in Whiskey Bar" is about an hour long,
and is great fun and entertainment for the cast and the
audience.
The play itself is short, but the fun begins much before the play does with a vaudeville show. There’s a
sing-along to the song of the night, usually "My Ding -sling."
The Opry House, built in 1854 and located in The
Casa Grande Mansion, is an experience in itself. You
can have a few drinks, there’s free popcorn to eat or
throw, and audience participation is insisted upon.
If you’re willing to take the drive out to Almaden
Valley, a good time is guaranteed.
The performance of "Calamity in Whiskey Bar" is
an original production written by Cleve Dayton and directed and proctored hv linda Nantelle
The melodrama runs until July 1 and performances
are on Thursday and Friday at 8 p.m.. Saturday at 7:30
and 10:30 p.m. and Sunday at 7 p.m. Tickets are $6 in advance and $7 at the door.

Clay Holden
Judi Forster as ’Red Hot Mama’ introduces
performers in the vaudeville show.

The evolution of ’Wally’s’ makes for good theater
By Anne Hellquist
Panic struck when I felt the first subtle tremors
shaking my chair, right after the curtain rose for
TheatreWest’s performance of "Wally’s Cafe."
My fears dissolved when I realized that the source
of the "tremors" was actually the rather large, jovial
fellow sitting behind me - his knees jolted the back of
my chair every time he chuckled.
And boy, did he do a lot of chuckling on Saturday
night.
Wally’s Cafe is the hilarious story of a married couple, Louise and Wally, who run a diner shaped like a
giant hamburger on a sesame bun, and their friendship
over the years with the peroxide blonde would-be actress, Janet.
The story opens in 1940 with Louise and Wally having just made the move West from New Jersey, armed
only with Wally’s mother’s recipe for pot roast and his
optimistic hopes and dreams of making a success out of
their diner
They are just settling in when they receive a knock
on the door and their first customer, Janet.
Hitchhiking her way to a future of fame and fortune
in Hollywood. Janet is young and full of enthusiasm.
Wally’s hilariously sarcastic comments are lost on
the dippy blonde, but Louise takes pity on her and asks
her to spend the night.
The second act opens on the greasy spoon about 20
years later. Although a Wally Burger has more than
doubled in price, the day’s special is still pot roast.

Louise gives her best performance in this act. Tired
of facing old coffee and Wally’s unkept promises, she explodes when she learns of Wally’s one-night stand with
Janet years ago.
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But life between the buns has gone a little stale.
After Janet’s expected disastrous failure in Hollywood,
she is back, this time working for Wally and Louise as a
waitress.
Louise paints her long, red nails as the two sit and
reminisce.
A less innocent Janet remembers her brief stint
with a stuntman in Tinseltown, while a disillusioned
Louise longs for freedom from the greasy spoon.
The dream has slipped through Wally’s fingers as
well His diner never prospered, and he spends his time
watching busloads of tourists stop to eat at his competitor’s restaurant across the road.
rimmaxisa
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"I can’t stand to live in this bun of sin anymore!"
she exclaims, and is about to storm off when the news
hits. At long last, the dream will come true - a freeway
is supposedly going to be built smack in front of the
diner.
The final act opens 30 years later with the old jukebox playing rock n’ roll. The special of the day remains
pot roast, but life for the elderly and shuffling couple
takes a surprising turn with the return of a very different Janet.
The passage of time is portrayed cleverly, not only
by the characters’ make-up and costumes, but also by
subtle changes inside the bun.
Tickets for Wally’s Cafe are available at most Bay
Area agencies or by calling the TheatreWest box office
in Los Gatos at (408)395-5434.

Club action
SPARTAN PUB Today: Maxine Howard
and the Down Home Blues
Band. Friday: Vision.
THE CABARET, 370
Saratoga Ave., San Jose
Saturday:
Bonnie
Hayes & The Wild Combo,
Firewalker.
SMOKEY
MOUNTAIN, 33 S. Central Ave.,
Campbell - Friday: Inflatable Dates. Saturday:
Ringmaster.
Monday:
The Heartbeats.
THE
CATALYST,
1011 Pacific Ave., Santa
Cruz - Today: The Substitutes. 5/26: Dinosaurs.
5/27: Jim Carroll Band.
KEYSTONE
BERKELEY, 2119 University
Ave., Berkeley - Saturday: Nighthawks. Sunday: Black Flag. 5/18:
Jim Carroll Band.

PALO
KEYSTONE
260 California
ALTO,
Ave., Palo Alto - Today:
Friday:
Nighthawks.
Jerry Garcia. Saturday:
Greg Kihn Band. 5/17:
Jim Carroll Band.
WARFIELD
THEATRE, San Francisco - Today: James
Taylor. Friday: Patti La
Belle. Tuesday, Wednesday: Thompson Twins,
Re-Flex.
THE STONE, 412
Broadway, San Francisco
- Friday: Nighthawks.
Saturday, Sunday: Jerry
Garcia. 5/19: Jim Carroll
Band. 5/20: Cheap Trick.
COW
PALACE:
Friday:
Today.
Van
Haien Saturday: Dan Fogelberg.

